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St Albans City Youth F.C. wishes to thank all of its sponsors. We are also grateful to those who have supported us by
advertising in today’s programme or other activities during the season.
We must also thank:
Terry Edwards for his excellent reports, plus all his mentions of Peter Towndrow during the year, all the local press for
their ever continued coverage.
The Lion press for the printing.
St Stephens Parish Council and John O’Connor for pitch provision and maintenance.
St Albans City F.C. for the use of Clarence Park and its facilities.
All local Schools for the use of pitches and training facilities.
Our partners Highfield Park for some fantastic facilities.
Our partners at Nicholas Breakspear School for the best training facilities in the area
And finally as always the Wives of Managers and Club Officials for their eternal patience.
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From the Chairman
Welcome to our Presentation Day for 2013-14, especially to our Honoured Guests, representatives
of our affiliated football leagues, our sponsors, trustees and Vice Presidents.
The club continues to grow. The number of teams is now nearer to 60 than 50. The all weather pitch
at Nicholas Breakspear School is now a firmly established feature of teams’ training and plans are
now well advanced for base development with office and kitchen facilities and a coach education
area. Much of this is made possible by fundraising efforts organised by the trustees.
The club was named as 2013 Community Club of the Year by the Hertfordshire Football Association
and is again nominated for 2014. Last December St Albans City Youth also won the Herts Community
Award for all sports.
am proud to oversee all of this success but remain as always deeply conscious that the real work is
done by the committee, the trustees and those who contribute to the running of the club on a week
by week basis, managers, their assistants, coaches and parents. None of what happens could do so
without their support. We look forward to a continuing bright future.
Please enjoy the day and show your support for every team as they come onto the stage.

Geoff Watts

SUMMER HOLIDAY FUN FOOTBALL COACHING
AIMED AT 5 TO 13 YEAR OLD BOYS AND GIRLS
Once again we are offering top football coaching using the best club coaches trained by the David
Beckham Academy leading trainers.

w/c 28th July @ Nicholas Breakspear School,
w/c 4th August @ Highfield Park, w/c 18th August @ Highfield Park
BOOK NOW
Full details on www.cityyouthfc.com
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From the Secretary
While the 2013/14 season may not have been memorable for the amount of trophies won it has seen
the club move forward. A record number of teams (53) played under the St Albans City Youth banner
and completed their season despite the two month enforced weather break at the start of the year.
Facilities at Highfield Park were increased to ten pitches to allow us to meet the needs for 9 v 9
football. The all- weather Nicholas Breakspear training facility was in full use. In the course of the
season the Club has been awarded
St Albans District Council Community Club of the Year
Mayor’s Pride Award for Services to Disabled Sport
Hertfordshire Sports Partnership Community Club of the Year.
All these are credit to the work David Wray puts into the Club’s Community input.
The Club 6 a side was successfully held at Highfield Park although there is a need for the
organisational burden to be spread if this event is to continue. The George Walker charity games
were played at Clarence Park over two enjoyable evenings. We are grateful to St Albans City for the
use of the ground for these.
On the field Sarah Kropman’s under 14 North Girls made it through to the County final going down by
the odd goal in seven. Robin Durrant’s under 14 South Girls were also beaten finalists in the League
Shield. In the Watford Friendly League Andy Armstrong’s under 14 South were joint winners of the
Blue Division and Charlie Boswell’s under 13 Orient runners up in the Red Division. In the West Herts
Youth League Richard Cook and Bill Braisher’s under 16 Boreal, Andy Lawrence’s under 12 North
and Fernando Almela’s under 10 South team won their Divisions with Harpal Lailey’s under 12 East
being runners-up in theirs. Darren Bennett’s under 15 North made it through to both the West Herts
Challenge and League Cups winning the former and being runners up in the latter. Andy and
Fernandon’s teams were others to make it to Cup Finals but falling at the last hurdle. In the Mid Herts
Rural Minors League Chris Tillin’s under 10 West took the Emerald Division Cup. Particular credit to
Carl Gibson’s under 9 South for being voted the most sporting team in their age group of that league.
We should not also forget the Disability Section who won the second division of the Herts Disability
League
Outside Hertfordshire teams took part in tournaments in Holland (with Mark Smith’s under 13 North
winning theirs in Almere, Holland) and around the UK with the under 13 South girls now all ready for
their trip to USA in August. Futsal has also featured successfully despite the rather luke- warm
support from the FA.
This season sees the under 18 North completing their life as Youth footballers and in particular sees
Mike McConnell ending his time as their manager since they were under 10’s. I am not sure that when
asked to look after a game at Saturday morning training he anticipated still looking after them 9 years
later. The club is very grateful for his input over the years and wishes him and the players the best of
luck in the future. Richard Cook is standing down after many years with the under 16 Boreal, while
Chris Johnson and Damien Johnston are moving on from the under 13 Girls South and Under 11
Boys West and Sasha Harper is standing down from the Girls under 11. Again we thank them for all
they have done for the Club.
None of the above would have been possible without some furious paddling underneath the surface.
As Chairman Geoff Watts has always been available while Lesley Wray has kept a close eye on our
financial position as Treasurer (and managed the Highfield Park tea bar). Our trustees under their
Chairman Mervyn Morgan have maintained their interest and led by Bob Murphy ran a very
successful dinner/dance/race night to raise funds for the next stage of the Nicholas Breakspear
development while Dave Wray continues to cover a variety of responsibilities. To those and all the
managers and coaches go our thanks for all they do for youth football in the St Albans district.
Ian Woods
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TEAM HONOURS 2013 - 2014
Hertfordshire Football Association
U 14 Girls County Cup

U 14 Girls North

Runners-up

U 14 Blue Division

U 14 South

Joint Winners

U 13 Red Division

U 13 Orient

Runners-up

U 16 Division 2

U 16 Boreal

Winners

U 15 Challenge Cup

U 15 North

Winners

U 15 League Cup

U 15 North

Runners-up

U 12 Red Division

U 12 North

Winners

U 12 Green Division

U 12 East

Runners-up

U 12 Challenge Cup

U 12 North

Runners-up

U 10 Blue Division

U 10 South

Winners

U 10 Intermediate League Cup

U 10 South

Runners-up

U 10 Emerald Division Cup

U 10 West

Winners

U 9 Sporting Team

U 9 South

Winners

Watford Friendly League

West Herts Youth League

Mid Herts Rural Minors League

Hertfordshire Girls Football Partnership League
U 14 Shield

U 14 Girls South

Runners-up
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PLAYER HONOURS
The following players will be receiving plaques to mark their 100 appearances for St
Albans City Youth F C.
Tom Carmichael; Cameron Clark; Dominic Dee; Ellen Fox; Charlie Hall; Andrew Hewitt;
Harry Hussain; James Lawrence; James McCallum; Elliot Mason; William Matin; Ben Merritt;
Zac Moore; Will Moroney; Finn Murphy; Billy Owen; Oscar Rutherford-Hughes;
Max Sahota; Emily Schofield; Harvey Smith; Robert Tominey-Nevado; Shiloh Wallace
Awards to mark 200 appearances for St Albans City Youth F.C. will be made to
Saul Beels; Harry Deacon; William Harding; Harry Hawkes; Harry Lewis; Ben Pattison; Eddie
Rose; Alfie Seeby
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BOYS TOP TWENTY All time appearance and goal scoring records.

Appearances
Jake Deacon
Jake Attwood
David Towndrow
Matthew Hanson
Winston Seidhu
Laurence Anscombe
Luke Campion
Greg Deacon
Jamie Heaffey
Nathan Maycock
Iain Turkentine
Dominic Oliver
Ben Conrad
Craig McConnell
Allister Collins
Oliver Franks
Adam Luck
James Montague
Conor Emerton
James Pellington

Goal scorers
284
279
277
274
268
266
266
264
262
259
259
257
256
254
253
253
253
253
251
251

Allister Collins
Matthew Hanson
Ricky Miller
Adam Wallace
Ashraf Choudhury
Kevin Coulson
Simon Dean
Mark Warriner
Phil Turner
Noah Grisenthwaite
Yasin Boodhoo
Andrew Guard
Danny Bowman
Harvey Scott
Harry Smith
David Etheridge
Luke Thatcher
Chris Seeby
Paul Goom
Roanull McKinnon

317
313
231
218
214
208
197
196
180
175
174
163
154
154
153
152
152
151
150
147

GIRLS TOP TEN All time appearance records.
Samantha May
Holly Clarke
Grace Campion
Rebecca Dolphin
Katie Ladd
Sofia Munoz
Abigail Kemball-Cook
Jessica Hoare
Coral Clayton
Claire Brown

215
200
176
174
171
169
158
151
150
149
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It was a fantastic evening for St Albans
City Youth FC at this year’s Herts FA
Community Awards, the awards aim to
recognise and reward grassroots clubs,
coaches and volunteers across the
country. The awards evening was held at
Sopwell House in the presence of a
number of dignitaries, including the Right
Worshipful Mayor of St Albans, Cllr Annie Brewster and England ladies most capped
international Rachel Yankey.
First up was the award for Young Volunteer of the Year which went to St Albans
City Youth’s Anthony Gosling, Anthony is a six former at Nicholas Breakspear
School and an U17 player for St Albans City Youth.
He has taken full advantage of the School/Club partnership by undertaking a number
of learning experiences himself. After each experience he returns to the Club and
School and shares his newly learnt skills and techniques with others.
Last Summer Anthony represented the County at the Football Futures annual
training camp at St Georges. Following his top performance and enthusiasm on the
camp he was invited to a multi-sport Coach Education event at Loughborough
University alongside the top young coaches from the other sports including Cricket
and Rugby. There is lots more we could say about Anthony, but to sum up, it is a
well-deserved award for a great young man, from all the club a big well done.
The next award was for the Coach of the Year, which went to Charlie Boswell, he
set up the St Albans Player Development Centres for players at every age group.
This allows players to develop by receiving additional bespoke coaching from an
independent coach. Charlie also worked with Ben Wells from FA to introduce an
extensive mentoring programme at the Club. This programme includes Young
Coaches at the club as well the keen parent coaches. The Young Coaches look up
to Charlie and regularly ask him for advice. Again, we could say a lot more, but well
done Charlie.
The next award was for City Youth “Ace Reporter” Terry Edwards, Terry was being
recognised for over 25 years’ service in football and with City Youth, you all know
Terry so we need not say any more.
The final presentation of the evening was for the “Outstanding Contribution to
Community Football” award, this was presented to City Youths David Wray, who,
as we all know, works tirelessly for the community in and around St Albans and the
success of the club in these awards is a testament to David efforts.
Mervyn Morgan
Trustee
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Under 8’s North

Under 8’s South

Under 8’s East
10

Under 8’s West

Under 8’s Victoria Park
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Under 8’s North
St Albans North have enjoyed a superb first season together. 12 months ago our
boys used to mess about in the park on a Saturday morning. Fast forward to today
and we have a great team playing attacking football.
The players are great friends as well as team-mates and it has shown on the pitch.
They work hard. They do training, extra training and matches with complete
dedication. Our parents have given us fantastic support, cheering us on, sponsoring,
recording results and providing an excellent taxi service!
Some highlights of the season have been being mascots for the St Albans senior
team, playing an Arsenal academy at the Cambridge United tournament and putting
our first piece of silverware in our trophy cabinet, the coveted, St Albans Highfield
cup.
We wanted you to know team: we're proud of you. Extremely proud to have a team
of happy boys who enjoy and play great football.
Thanks to the boys, thanks to the parents, thanks to the club.
Charlie and Paul

Alexis Awonuga - Rock solid in the tackle. Big smile and great skills.
Cadima Lusiola - Quick, skilful, and talented. Great understanding of the game and
tries his best.
Ed Askam - Superfast and works like a horse. When he takes players on watch out
opposition.
Naguib Mazari - Killer shot and his positional awareness is getting really good.
Josh Addo - Creates as many goals as he scores. Fantastic attitude & skill. Covers
every blade of grass for the team.
James Evans - Super attitude. Composed and solid on the left.
Bradley Smith - This boy knows where the goal is. What a header !
Ashton Latter - New recruit and has fitted in extremely well. Works hard and has
great skills to back it up.
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Under 8’s South
The U8 South team have had a wonderful first season together. They have a
brilliant attitude to learning and playing football. It has been a pleasure to coach
them and we are very much looking forward to next season.
Simon and Mark.

Finley Evans – Fin maybe the youngest member of the team but in training and in
matches you would never know! Lightning fast, great skills to beat defenders and an
eye for goal, what more could a coach ask for… Oh he is also a very brave and
talented goalkeeper!
William Houghton – William is a fantastic player both mentally and physically. He
has quick feet, great passing vision and positional awareness. All of these
contributed to William being our top goal scorer for the season.
Sam Ejjayha – 100% committed to every game, every tackle and every position,
Sam has had a great season. His passing vision has really approved over the
season and he has provided some very important goal assists. Sam’s fantastic left
foot has also seen his personal goal tally reach double figures.
Jed Ejjayha - 100% committed to every game, every tackle and every position, Jed
has had a great season just like his twin Sam! Great with both feet Jed is able to
play in any position. Jed is more naturally defence minded than Sam but still
matched his brother’s goal tally for the season.
Harry Cooke – Our rugby playing football star has really improved this season.
Harry always has a smile on his face and is the driving force behind a large array of
team goal celebrations. Harry is a real strong battler; he has great skills, passing
range & is a fantastic goal keeper. A real all round footballer.
Joseph Varney – In the words of his Dad, “Joe knows where the goal is”! Joe is
more naturally attack focused but can play in any position. Joe has really impressed
when in goal this season, while when on the attack continually demonstrates an
amazing array of PDC honed skills.
Joshua Stapleton – When Joshua goes in for a tackle there will only be one winner!
The strongest tackler on the team, Joshua has made some very important
challenges this season. He has been a pleasure to coach and it has been great to
see the improvement in him over the season.
Toby Joyce – With more goal assists than anyone else this season, Toby’s passing
vision, ability to play with both feet and position awareness are excellent. He has a
great attitude and always gives 100% in training and in matches. Toby can play in
any position but is more defensively minded. In the words of his peers he is a
“legendary defender”!
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Under 8’s East
It has been an enjoyable first season and a real pleasure to coach the boys. Well
done to all my football stars and a big thank you to the supportive group of parent
coaches and supporters that we are fortunate to have.
Finn Hayes - Finn “the penalty saver” is our expert penalty stopper. Finn is an all
round team player. Whether asked to play in goal or out on the field, he always
plays with a smile on his face. Well done Finn!
Charlie Brunt - Charlie “the fearless defender” just loves defending. He has made
countless goal saving tackles, and can literally run around the field all day long. He
has a great attitude and an exciting future ahead of him in sport.
Davide Lacobucci - Davide “the flying right winger” loves to dribble past defenders
on the right wing. He is one of our star players having developed his skills massively
over the season. Davide has a great attitude and is a pleasure to coach.
Liam Lavin - Liam “the pass master” is training to be the next David Beckham. He
has a vision beyond his years and ability to pick out a long pass. Liam is also a good
tackler, and we will always remember his goal winning free kick in the second game
of the season.
Joe McLeod - Joe “the ball blaster” has a strong boot and loves blasting the ball into
the goal. He also is a master corner taker; any reason to blast the ball will do. When
not ball blasting, he is usually running down the wing taking on defenders.
Joel Whitworth
- Joel “the dribbler” loves to taking on defenders and dribbling
past them. He has two great feet and has scored some great goals with both of
them. Joel works hard for the team and has a good competitive spirit.
Harry Stone Harry “the flying left winger” loves flying down the left wing and
slamming the ball into the back of the net with his left boot. He is always seems to
be in the right place at the right time in front of goal and finishes his goal scoring
chances off very well.
Jensen Dean Jensen “the star striker” is our top goal scoring star striker. He
is a strong lad, a good dribbler of the ball and has a powerful shot. Jensen has been
our top goal scorer this year with some wonderful goals.

.
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Under 8’s West

We formed at the turn of the year and have played 5 games. We managed to win all
5 and scored 34 goals and conceded 4. The boys like to get on the ball and pass it
and enjoy a good battle. Thanks to all the parents who have helped out getting us
up and running.

Alexei Rojas Fedorushchenko - Goalkeeper. Alexei is very brave and loves
playing in a goal. A good communicator and decision maker.

Ayman Mrabate - Defender - Ayman enjoys defending and is good in one on one
situations. He is strong on the ball and has a good strike on him.

Jonathan Harris - Midfield - Jonathan has great energy and an eye for goal. He
runs well with the ball from midfield and is also reserve goalkeeper.

Alex Duffy - midfield - Alex has great positional sense and is a strong passer. He
drops back to keep the team shape solid and has good technique.

Cody Smith - Midfield/Striker - Cody is very strong on the ball and has a powerful
strike. He has scored a number of goals this season and has improved his final ball.

Charlie Clark - Striker - Charlie is a goal scorer and very direct. He has great
energy and pace and strikes the ball cleanly.

Sam Mills - Midfield - Sam has good technique and an eye for a pass. He works
hard and has a good strike on him also.

Lenny Brandon - Defender - Lenny is a strong boy and also has good technique.
He reads the game well and takes up good defensive positions.
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Under 8’s Victoria
2014 was our first season together as a team playing in the West Herts Youth League. The
boys have been absolutely fantastic and loved every minute of the season as St Albans City
Youth players. We look forward to watching our boys develop and are very proud of our first
season.
Reese Diri - Talented goalkeeper who is an excellent shop stopper. Very brave in looking to
claim the ball from crosses and goal mouth scrambles. Superb first season and will only
improve as his concentration becomes better.
Daniel Edworthy - One of Victoria's most consistent players across the season - you always
get a solid performance from Daniel. Numerous last ditch tackles to stop shots on goal, his
confidence on the ball and passing have improved massively with his work at futsal.
Cameron Wilson - Pace, power, positional sense and a fierce tackle. Cameron is a natural
footballer who has made huge steps forward this season. Physically as strong as anybody in
the League, very exciting future.
Frank Fermor - Frank joined the squad mid-season and has shown himself to be a capable
no nonsense kind of defender. Strong in the tackle, becoming increasingly calm and
collected in recent matches with some greatly improved passing.
Zak Davies - Talented footballer who has scored 25 goals from midfield and contributed
around 15 assists. Excellent work rate and decision making is getting better all the time.
Strong competitor with good positional sense.
Freddie Roe - Excellent all round player who has an eye for goal, scoring 15 goals this
season with a good number of assists. Has worked hard to carve out a position as an
attacking midfielder with excellent vision and his ability to link play.
Oscar Bell - Super quick with a low centre of gravity, Oscar can go past a player for fun and
is surprisingly strong considering his slight frame. Performances have seen him being asked
to train with Tottenham in 2014. Work to do on his finishing and we will have a special
player.
Benjy Stone - Powerful, direct and tricky winger who on his day is more than a match for
any defender. Powerful shot which we need to see more of next year. Always plays with a
smile on his face and a joy to have around the squad.
Archie Hobbs - Archie joined the squad for the second half of the season and has quickly
established himself as a popular member of the squad. Pace and tricks on the wing, with an
eye for goal that has delivered some vital strikes including a super hat trick at
Berkhamstead.
Martin Flore - Powerful pacey brave player who has played in most positions on the field
during the season due to his flexibility. Martin’s technique and passing are developing
rapidly.
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Under 9’s North

Under 9’s East
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Under 9’s Girls
This has been our first season together as a team. We made a slow start, however the girls
have stuck together and improved immensely. They have really enjoyed themselves, made
new friends and have won all of their league fixtures since Christmas.
Tatyana Barton - Tats is our leading goal scorer and has the second highest number of
goals in the whole league. She displays great skill with the ball and is always willing to take
the opposition on.
Kiera Ward - Kiera is very passionate about football, very skilful, full of energy and can
really kick a ball. She runs non-stop and is always the muddiest girl on the field.
Orla Moss - Orla has progressed really well this season. She always gives 100% and has
become one of our star defenders. She reads the game well and has a knack of always
being in the correct position.
Shona Kellett - Shona is our throw in specialist, has an amazingly powerful kick and really
gets stuck in. Well done!
Olivia Pickersgill - Olivia has had a wonderful season and has really enjoyed playing
especially in midfield from where she scored some important goals.
Gabriela Templeman - Gabriela always tries her best and has played in all positions. She
runs tirelessly and when asked to go in goal she does so willingly and gives it her best shot!
Rosie Littlechild - Rosie is one of our most improved players and has developed a Cruyff
like turn! She’s quick across the field and always gives her all.
Caitlin Morley - Caitlin is a great team player and her best position is midfield where she
can be relied upon to tackle and win back the ball from the opposition. She is tireless and
has
great
stamina
to
cover
every
blade
of
grass
on
the
pitch!

Under 9’s Girls
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Under 9’s North
Billy Todd - The giggling goalie, the safest hands in St Albans coupled with a box to
box midfielder who never gives up and contributes goals
Finlay Eames Illingworth - Tenacious midfielder, tackles like Scholes with an eye
for goal, great technique and an awesome right foot shot putting him high up on the
goal scorers list
Harrison Shaw - Quick athletic skillful midfielder, always plays with a smile on his
face even with his gum shield in. Top scorer this season
Kai Constable - Skillful midfielder, full of tricks has been known to try the overhead
from the halfway line. Powerful shot and has contributed to the goals tally
Joseph Beardon - Goalkeeper, winger and midfielder. Fast and strong with good
vision, a great pass and a rocket shot which has netted a few this season
Alejandro Moreno - Good technique and a very strong player with the ball.
Definitely the best goal celebration of the team
Charlie Macdonald - Top class defender, always in the right place at the right time,
shows great technique and can dazzle the opposition with his mazy runs from
defence
Jaden Johnson - No one gets past Jaden, awesome tackler, strong and committed.
Quick and skillful going forward from the back
Ben Freestone - Goalkeeper, defender and midfielder. Reads the game very well
from the back, very neat tidy with the ball with a good array of tricks
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Under 9’s South
Mackie Gibson – Talented and skillful player, full of passion, with a real
determination to help the team to win. Mostly plays in an attacking position and has
scored some fabulous goals this season.
Mitchell Banks – Arguably the best dribbler in the team, who possesses some
dazzling skills. Always enthusiastic, energetic and keen to use his skills to leave
opponents dazed and confused!
Nicholas Berman – Very quick, can play in most positions on pitch but arguably
best playing up front. He scored plenty of goals this season including a memorable,
match-winning hat-trick.
Luca Ortone – Physically imposing, with plenty of ability, and always plays with a
smile on his face. Very popular member of the team and has shown real commitment
to the cause during the campaign Who can forget his back heal goal?
Nahom Daniel – One of our defensive rocks, has used his pace and his
determination to be a valuable member of the team. He is quick and surprisingly
strong and makes best use of his abilities in every game.
George Angel – Mr reliable, reads the game very well, and is great at organizing a
solid defensive unit. Good passer of the ball and has used his vision to great effect
this season.
Dylan Gacek-Campos – Our man between the sticks with a big heart and a great
sense of humour. He has been very busy this season, making plenty of spectacular
saves – he is a great shot-stopper.
Sam Hanks – Midfield dynamo, equipped to play centrally or out wide. Really
skillful, with quick feet and dazzling dribbles.
Charlie Johnson – Dominant box-to-box player, with the ability to pick a pass but
also pacey and keen to take on his opponents. Had several man-of-the-match
performances.
Bayley Bacon – Talented footballer, best on the wing, where he has used his
excellent technique and enthusiasm to great effect. Surprisingly quick, with the ability
to create space and make a real difference to the team.
Adam Savvies – Our main striker, who joined part way through the season and
made a fantastic impact. Has both scored and created goals and uses his strength
and determination to great effect.
Jamie McLeod – Wing wizard, full of tricks and turns. Good technical player, with
great positional awareness. Has shown a willingness to play in every position from
striker through to keeper – a true team player.
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Under 9’s East
A great 2nd season for the team. All the boys have worked really hard in training and have improved
their individual skills and overall team-play and we’ve all had lots of fun in the process. Apart from 1
draw, the team have won every league game since October. We look forward to next season and
building on this success.
Sam Boca-Mapp - Sam’s shown great improvement this season and has learnt to be confident in his
abilities and to concentrate in match situations. He’s got great control and can strike a ball well. Very
pleased with his progress and look forward to more next season.
Jamie Breen - Jamie has played really well this season and has used his natural pace and skill to
take players on whenever he gets the opportunity. His energy and spirit have been a real asset to the
team and he will only get better as his control and distribution improve.
Riccardo Ditrolio - Riccardo has played consistently well all season. His control, tackling and
positional play have been outstanding and as the season progressed he became increasingly
comfortable on the ball and willing to go forward.
Teddy Dunning - Teddy’s play has improved as the season progressed. He’s got an excellent first
touch and great instincts in and around the box and has scored a couple of spectacular goals for the
team. As he gets stronger, Teddy is going to be a real handful!
Ryan Ellis - Ryan has had a really strong season for the team. His stamina and determination have
stood out and as his control has improved, so has his overall contribution in matches resulting in
some great moves and some well taken goals.
Eoin Flanagan - Our top goal-scorer, Eoin has had a great season. Apart from being a natural in front
of goal, he has great reflexes and is very brave. Best of all – he never gives up. All round play has
improved as he has started to get his head up and bring others into the game.
Kaspar Jokisch - Powerful & skilful, Kaspar has great natural ability. He showed in a number of
matches he’s comfortable dribbling with the ball at speed and can strike a ball really well. Has been
unlucky not to score more goals but should be pleased with his overall team play.
Jack Longbottom - Jack’s played really well for the team this season. Tackling & distribution have
been excellent and he naturally gets his head up to look for a pass. Jack’s also shown he can strike a
dead ball well and score the occasional goal.
Callum Maguire - Callum’s exceptionally composed on the ball and glides past defenders. More
recently he has shown he can finish a run by picking out an accurate pass to unlock the opposition
defence and has scored a number of really good goals.
Ahmed Mrabate - Excellent season from Ahmed who improved throughout. First touch, tackling and
distribution have really stood out and in a 1 on 1 situation, Ahmed always comes out with the ball.
More and more comfortable running with the ball as the season went along.
Ashby Thorpe -) Our goalkeeper, Ashby has played well for the team, made some great saves and
kept a number of clean sheets – most memorable of all was a penalty save in a cup game!
Occasionally plays outfield and has shown some nice touches.
George Wilson - George has worked really hard in training this season and it’s really paid off – he’s
got control to match his pace and has used this to great effect on the right wing attacking defenders
whenever he gets the chance. More often than not he gets into the box and finishes with a goal.
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Under 10’s Girls
St Albans City Youth under 10 Girls have had an excellent season. Only 2 Defeat’s in the
league. Went on to be semi-finalist of the u10’s Trophy. Determination & teamwork have
been 100% effort. They have grown both as a team and individual players.
Zoe Cowan - Our player of the year has had an awesome season. An enthusiastic and
versatile player. Top goal scorer 21 amazing goals, from the first game to the last game of
the season. Very focused and motivated.
Nicole Plumb - Solid and dependable member of the team, greatly improved this season
and has been invaluable in goal! Also scored 1 goal.
Madeleine Caffery - Fantastic player, excelling in midfield always creating chances.
Brilliant attitude and great sportsmanship. 13 fantastic goals.
Sienna Desiderio - Light on her feet with fantastic ball skills. Great team player. Scored 3
brilliant crucial goals. Dependable in difficult games.
Lucy Schalwyk - Has had a great season in defence, developing solid skills. Very
supportive player always has a great smile and keeps team moral up!
Jasmine Price - Amazing goal scorer, had a great season giving 100% and growing in
confidence and skill with every game! Scored 15 brilliant goals
Grace Oldman - Fearless team player, thoughtful and always supporting her team mates.
Scored 15 brilliant goals.
Jessica Lees - Has had a brilliant first season! Is focused and determined and brings
strength to every game. Solid defender 100% effort.
Amy Newman - Plucky and fearless player! Always keen to get stuck in. 7 Goals
Caitlin Watkins - A huge asset joining us Oct/Nov, settled in really quickly. Fantastic mid
field player brings it every game!
Katie Hamm - Great all round player, solid defender. Confidence has come on leaps and
bounds this season. A pleasurable player to coach. 1 goal.
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Under 10s North
Playing in the white (2nd) division of the WHYL the boys had a great start to the season,
unbeaten in the league until February, they looked at one stage like they were heading for
promotion. They also had strong cup runs, notably in the County Cup where they lost in the
later stages to top division side Berkhamsted Reds in sudden death penalties after having
been leading them only seconds before the normal full time.
Sadly injuries, a fixture
backlog and the Easter holidays meant the squad was depleted and we started dropping
points as we moved into April. In our last game of the season we were almost back to the full
squad and managed to finish on a high with a good win and ended mid table.
Max Emmett - Reliable, confident and strong, a great shot stopper and distributer of the ball.
Outfield, when the opportunity arises, he is a skilful and strong defender or midfield player.
Joe Knee - Joe is a great defender , always aware of the game and where the attack is
coming from he makes great interceptions, stands up the players well and times his tackles
perfectly.
Ryan Corcoran - Ryan is fast, skilful and equally good at going forward as he is at getting
back. He is also a great header of the ball. Sadly a broken wrist caused a premature end to
his season.
Jack Carmichael - Our captain and top goal scorer Jack leads by example in every way. He
is as fast and skilful in defence as in attack and is able to create chances from anywhere on
the pitch. His work rate is second to none.
Josh Doyle - Fast and skilful Josh can take on a defender and uses his tremendous vision
to create opportunities for the team. He has a great shot and is a great passer of the ball.
Samuel Baker-Madec - Samuel is a highly versatile and skilful player equally comfortable at
the back as playing up front and a great shot taker. A broken thumb restricted his
appearances earlier in the season.
Sam McKenna - Sam is a tenacious and versatile left footer, highly skilful he is great on the
left wing but can play anywhere. Sam is also a good header of the ball and our reserve
goalkeeper.
Joe Flude - A goal poacher, Joe has developed into a great passer of the ball and whilst it
is good to see him hit the back of the net he also lays the ball off beautifully.
Daniel Curran - A versatile player on left or right or up front, Daniel can deliver a great cross
whilst at the same time he is great at taking players on. He strikes the ball well and hits the
back of the net with increasing frequency.
Charlie Parks - Two footed Charlie, who can play on either wing, he has really developed
this season. His work rate and commitment is terrific and he has also become a strong
defender, he is a pleasure to coach and
watch.
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Under 10’s South
Incredible season from the boys who won the West Herts Blue League and were once again runners
up of the Intermediate Cup. They have all made huge progress both individually and as a team thanks
to the hard work from coaches Callum Fowler and Wayne Lawlor.
Alex Laking-Jerez - Our first choice keeper, Alex has saved us the day many times with his match
winning interventions. Never afraid to come out to challenge opposition players he is more and more
involved organising the team, usually advising defenders to get into the right position.
Nicholas Casey - A strong and elegant defender, Nicholas has impeccable defensive positioning and
uses his strength to make very clean but effective tackles. He is also developing a powerful shooting
technique and becoming more and more confident controlling the ball.
Callum Solly - A skilful and intelligent defender, Callum is a formidable obstacle to overcome for any
attacker. Apart from being a defensive rock he links beautifully with our midfielders with his wonderful
short and long range passing technique.
Alex Woodford - An agile and always well-positioned defender, Alex is also a good midfielder and
goalie and when he goes into attack he can create chances and score. He is very disciplined,
committed to the team and his skills are growing day by day.
Alex Lawlor - A powerful and determined midfielder, Alex combines an excellent control of the ball, a
sharp vision of the game and a tremendous work rate. Equally committed to attacking and defending
duties he has grown enormously this season and his persistence is an example to follow for his team
mates
James Justice - A hard working and fast midfielder, James is an all-rounder with electric pace and
great anticipation skill to recover the ball. Incidentally he is also a committed goalie, brilliant tackler
and respectable finisher
Hector Almela-Lozano - Unselfish and disciplined midfielder, Hector links very well with midfielders
and strikers through his short-passing game. He is very good at finding gaps in the opposition
defense and very committed to cover spaces when we are under attack.
Cian Cribbin - A skilful and smart winger, in his first season with us Cian has shown a great
attacking drive and exquisite ball control technique. He is also strong in the air, a good distributor, a
natural finisher and has an enormous potential to make an even bigger impact into the team.
Danny Fowler - An explosive and enthusiastic left winger, Danny is our midfield warrior. He is a
sublime tackler with great pace and beautiful ball control. He is also a wonderful crosser and has an
excellent shooting technique which makes him a relentless threat for the opposition.
Ryan Solly - An extremely gifted winger, Ryan is a joy to watch on one-to-ones at which he excels
but he is also an unselfish assist provider, hard working tackler and thanks to his great technique he
provides many valuable crosses to the box. Overall a great team player.
Sam Hicks - Smart and fast-paced, Sam is a midfielder with licence to score. He is a very technical
player with a strong drive to either provide accurate assists or score himself. He has grown
enormously this season and plays a big role in our beautiful attacking game.
George Sippetts - George combines natural talent with an explosive pace to be a true football
magician. He has scored beautiful goals from all kinds. A quick thinker, he knows where the ball will
end up before the defender starts thinking about it and has an extraordinary ball control and great
confidence.
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Under 10’s East – Blue and Yellow
AIDEN SMITH - Aiden has played in more advanced positions this season, his positional awareness and reading
of the game continues to be his strength. He is determined and always works hard for the team. Whether in
midfield or in attack he contributes well and continues to grow. Aiden times his tackles superbly, stealing
possession without a fuss and coolly distributing the ball. He helps link the play, continuing his movement and
often is in the right place to finish the move with calm elegance.
ALESSANDRO DI TROLIO - Alessandro is a hardworking, committed and cool-headed individual who has
played in much deeper positions this season, he uses his strength well, is brave in the challenge and his
determined attitude and calmness on the ball has a very positive affect on the team. Alessandro has trained well
and is becoming more aware of the pivotal role he performs commanding the space in the middle of the park,
effectively linking the play from defence to attack. He is a well-liked and respected member of the team.
ALEX WILDISH - Alex joined the team late on in the season, was welcomed in by the boys and has settled in
well. He has played in offensive positions this season; he is strong-minded, brave in the challenge and is
developing well in the position he plays. He is skillful on the ball and loves to take on the opposition. Alex is
developing as a team player every week, has gained the respect of his teammates, is always enthusiastic,
focused and keen.
ALEXANDER RAUDNITZ - Alexander is a really enthusiastic individual with bundles of energy and ideas. He has
played in all positions this season and gives 100% whether in goal, defence, midfield or offence. Alexander’s off
the ball movement is excellent and often ghosts into the danger areas unmarked to poach goals. In addition,
Alexander is a brilliant goalkeeper, making some superb saves at vital times this year. He is growing in
confidence and as he does his true ability comes to the fore. Alexander is a real character loved by the team.
CHARLIE BATTLE - Charlie joined the team this year an has fitted in really well. He has a natural touch and low
centre of gravity, making him very difficult to knock off the ball. His technical ability is enhanced by his positional
awareness and as he grows in confidence this will only get better. He is brave in the tackle, determined in his
play and over the course of the season has become a real team player. He’s scored some superb goals this year;
more importantly has made some amazing assists - enjoying the reflected glory.
DANIEL GANT - Daniel plays in more advanced and often wide positions. He is very skillful on the ball, full of
tricks and jinks always looking to take on the opposition. Daniel is very exciting to watch and has scored some
amazing goals this season. He has really impressed with his commitment to training and has really developed as
a player. He now plays with his head up always looking for the precise killer pass. Daniel is a well-liked member
of the team.
DOMINIC BURGESS - Dominic is always enthusiastic - although needs to remember the ratio of 2 ears & 1
mouth! His desire to do well is for himself and for his team excellent. He has played the majority of games in goal
this season, making some quite outstanding saves, his distribution from the back has led to numerous goals and
he gives the defence the confidence to make mistakes. He is strong, determined and very brave in the tackle.
Dominic also plays in the outfield showing the same commitment.
FINLAY KILLNER - Finaly is a versatile individual who can play in all positions this season. He has trained well
and has developed into a determined, no-nonsense, effective midfielder. He buzzes around the midfield, breaking
up the play, using his positional awareness to great effect. His ball retention and passing ranges have continued
to improve, Finaly is always looking to bring his teammates into the game, setting up attacks and often goals. His
enthusiasm is infectious and is a real attribute to the team.
FINLAY TETLOW - Finaly joined the team this year and has fitted in really well. His confidence has grown over
the season and has shown flashes of brilliance; his season highlight was the fantastic hat rick he scored against
Elite Feet. Each goal was superbly taken; his movement off the ball, his quick thinking on the ball, and bravery
when 1 on 1 with the goalkeeper and immaculate finishing meant it was a treat to watch! Fin is a well-liked
member of the squad.
FINLAY THOMAS - Finaly is a quiet individual, but ignore him at your peril. He tends to play in wide right or left
positions, using his skills and trickery he drives down the wing, getting in behind the defence causing all kinds of
problems. As Finaly grows in confidence, he will grow as a player, get stronger in the tackle and develop his
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positional awareness. It has been great to see him developing this year, and his strong finish to the season is a
real indication that he will be a real threat next season.
HARRY JENKINS - Harry has gone from strength to strength this season. He is quick, strong and vocal; a real
asset to the team. He plays with confidence and 100% commitment, can be clearly heard at the back organising
his team. He is strong personality on the pitch, his determination and focus to win the ball is inspirational. Harry
listens in training and has developed well and continues to grow into the role. His concentration and speed allows
the midfield to play with confidence in front of him. Harry is true captain material.
IESTYN TOLEY - Iestyn joined the team this year and has fitted in really well. He is a well-liked personality and
always has a smile on his face! Don’t be mistaken though, his up-beat outlook off the pitch changes to a mean
determination on it. Playing the majority of the season in goal, Iestyn bravely dives at oncoming attackers feet
one minute, whilst making jaw-dropping fingertip saves the next! The super shot stopper has also great timing
and his distribution has improved hugely over this season.
JACK JACOBS - Jack Jacobs joined the team this season and has fitted in really well. He has played in various
positions this year and gives 100% wherever he asked to play. He listens and works hard in training. He is
always the first to answer questions, offer his ideas and opinions. His enthusiasm for the game and his
teammates ensures he is an intrinsic part of the squad. Always heard on the pitch, he is tenacious in the tackle,
comfortable on the ball and loves to drive at defenders - scoring brilliant team goals.
JACK RAFFO - Jack has lovely touch and a sweet right foot. He has played in all positions this season, has
trained well and is becoming a stronger player. Jack commands his box superbly when in goal and uses his
initiative when distributing from the back. Jack has become more confident and vocal in central positions,
whether being asked to play a defensive or midfield role. He is much stronger in the tackle and as a result has
started to demand the ball. He has a great sense of humour and is a real attribute to the team.
JAMIE HILTON - Jamie Hilton - a well-liked individual - has gone from strength to strength this season and has
thoroughly impressed all who have watched him play. He is a polite and well-mannered lad off the pitch,
however, when he crosses the white line - defenders watch out. Jamie’s pace and passion turn him into a
footballing demon who absolutely terrorises defenders on the pitch. Jamie has moved from wide midfield
attacking positions to operating a more central attacking role, scoring plenty of brilliant goals in the process.
JOSEPH STONE - Joe Stone also joined the team this year. Joe offers a range of attributes from all out wing
play to running the forward line. However, having listened intently and worked very hard in training, has
developed into a tremendous midfield talent. In the mid-part of the season, Joe decided to really get stuck in and
as a result he started to control elements of the game, taking on defenders with close control and finding pinpoint passes. Joe is fun to have around and is a well-liked team member.
LUKE MCANDREW - Luke has really established himself in the squad this year. Once he made the decision to
start to listen and learn, he has really developed as a player. He can play in all positions as he is very strong in
the tackle and brave in the challenge. Playing predominantly in a sweeper type role, he leads the back line,
communicating with those around him and often brings the ball out of defence with pace and power - scoring or
setting up goal scoring opportunities. Luke is true captain material.
NICO MOHAN - Nico has natural ball control. His touch and technique is getting ever better and his movement
off the ball has really improved over the season. His concentration is better and has learnt to control his natural
‘forward drift’. This has meant that he’s become a true team member fighting for his teammates. His deft touches
and step overs has made him a real threat in front of goal. Nico now plays with his head up, finding immaculate
passes to his team mates, driving on to support them. He is a great asset to the team.
ORLANDO CUMMINS - Orlando has lovely touch and technique. He plays effectively in wide and forward
positions, uses his strength and likes to take on the opposition and either get in behind the defence or cut in and
shoot - he has a very sweet right foot and has scored some wonderful goals this season! Orlando is a well-liked
member of the squad and trains well with his team mates. He is full of enthusiasm, ideas and energy, which
positively rubs off on the team.
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SAMMY GOSINE - Sammy is the type of player that all teams need. He is strong, determined, has a never say
die attitude, who constantly makes that last ditch tackle and then turns a defensive situation into attack. He is a
very versatile individual who can play in all positions; this season he has played in every position - defends well
at the back when asked, defends from the front - making the lives of the opposition hell! His terrier like attitude
and positive mentality makes him a natural leader. Sammy is true captain material
TOM MERRITT - Tom has developed the most this year. From a player with great potential into a fantastic
attack-minded player, his awareness and movement off the ball makes him a constant threat. His touch,
technique and speed devastate defences. This combination is why he is the team’s top goal scorer for this
season. Tom remains the silent assassin, ghosting into position and then unleashing that wicked right foot. He
has been fully committed in training, putting learning into practice. Tom is valued member of the team.
THOMAS SIMON - Thomas Simon joined at the beginning of this season and has established himself in the
team. He has trained well this year and developed into a determined, hardworking, passing midfielder. Playing in
all positions from goal keeper to offensive midfield, Thomas has shown great enthusiasm to play for his team
mates. He is the type of player who can see a pass and make it happen; picking short, medium and long passes
from the midfield into the attacking danger areas. Thomas is a well-liked member of the team.
WILLIAM AUSTIN - Will joined the team at the beginning of the season and made an immediate impact. Always
committed in training, he actively listens putting the sessions into practice. His concentration levels are excellent,
as is his decision making. Will is a hardworking, committed, tough tackling individual who always remains calm
under pressure. He uses his awareness, cool head, speed and strength when playing in the sweeper or
defensive midfield roles. He has a great attitude and is a well-liked member of the team.
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Under 10’s West
The boys have had another fantastic season and have developed into a really skilful team prepared to
take on any opposition. Every player has demonstrated they can play in any position, and the hours of
hard work training together has made them a formidable opposition in Hertfordshire’s toughest U10’s
football division. A great end to the season culminated in winning the Divisional Cup Final.
Thanks must go to our sponsor Jamie’s Italian, and the fantastic support from parents each week who
have encouraged them to play entertaining football.
Stats:

MHRML Division Cup Final Winners 2013/14
Played 22, W20, L2
Goals: F98 A23

Graydon Orchard - One of best goalkeepers for his age and a strong outfield player to boot. His first
season in the team has been a great success, where he has made some superb saves to keep the
team in a winning position.
Lucas Osborn - Another great keeper who has had more time to play outfield this season. Always
works hard to chase down opposition, and his big throws have helped create excellent goal scoring
opportunities.
Sam Tillin - Solid in defence and worked well in every position he has been asked to play. Reliable
and strong enough who breaks up any opposition attack, and great eye for the long pass turning
defence into attack.
Charlie Hayward - New addition this season and a fantastic defender. If defence got all the
recognition, then Charlie would be at the top of the list, saving the team so many times with his pace
and ability to tackle and run up the wings. We look forward to more of the same next season.
Andrew Gentle - Another great season, works hard to close down the opposition with his terrier like
pace. He once again made a great contribution to the team playing in various positions and scoring
an amazing goal in the cup final.
Charlie Mumford - New to the team and great in all positions. A powerful right foot has helped
Charlie score some fantastic goals, and his strength in defence has kept opposition out of our half on
numerous occasions.
Jonathan Lee - Another really solid season. Probably the most and reliable player on the team,
always able to convert touchline advice into real action, with amazing speed to get take the ball from
from one end of the pitch to the other. A great asset to the team.
Huw Dawson - Another superb season, both in defence and attack. One of the most talkative players
on and off the pitch, using this talent to ensure the team stay strong in defence and be able to counter
attack from any position. Definite candidate for St Albans City Club Captain one day.
Ed McJannet - Ed just keeps getting better. By far one of the best players of his age around at the
moment, regularly attracting enquiries from Premier League scouts. His strength on the ball and eye
for goal have seen Ed score another ‘hat-full’ this season, but his ability in helping others improve
should not go unmentioned. Thanks Ed for all the great things you have done in the time you have
played for this team.
Jack Cullen - The other half of our dynamic midfield duo. Jack has once again shown why he has
football ‘genes’ in his blood. He has quite literally ripped through opposition teams in every match,
using strength and control to not just supply others with passes, but to net himself a whole load of
great goals again this season.
Luke Roberts - Once again Luke has done what he does best…..score goals….and some amazing
goals from the toughest of angles. A natural attacker with a fantastic turn of speed, who regularly
burns through the opposition leaving defenders for dead and eyes only for the goal. Great effort again
this year
Special thanks to Jamie’s Italian for supporting the team again this season, and to Jack Goldsmith
(Coach) who has installed footballing discipline and a winning mentality into each and every player.
Chris Tillin: Manager (Dad)
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Under 10’s Central
This season was always likely to be one of consolidation for U10 Central, having quickly worked their
way up the divisions. The boys have more than met the challenge of playing in a higher division and
been competitive in every match they have played. Goals have been harder to come by and victories
all the sweeter.
Adam Guilder - Adam remains the team’s most consistent performer. On occasions, he has moved
the ball particularly well and has weighed in with a good number of key goals and assists.
Ben Wick - Ben is often the engine of the team and has developed his team play this season, which
has meant he has scored far fewer goals but contributed significantly more assists.
Benjamin Maher - Benjamin’s better moments have come in purple patches this season, with four
goals in one game and some fine assists. He finished the season very strongly having discovered a
more tenacious streak.
Cormac O’ Halloran - A new addition to the team, Cormac has a natural defender’s instinct to win the
ball, does so almost without fail and has learnt to stay on his feet in order to come away with the ball.
Has also performed well in goal.
Daragh Gallagher - Daragh has used his physical strength well this season. He has also made better
use of his team-mates, laying on some terrific through balls, taken greater defensive responsibility
plus scoring a few himself.
Elliot Pate - A new addition to the team, Elliot has recorded the most appearances. He has an innate
ability to ghost past defenders, has scored some nice goals and contributed significantly more assists
than any other player.
Sean McMullen - Sean has really developed his all round game this season. He has not only made
some key saves during periods of inactivity but also shown a marked improvement with his handling
skills and kicking/distribution.
Thomas Coulling - Thomas has lead the line well in attack and when on form been unstoppable. He
has also had more awareness of his team-mates and with experience will learn when to develop a
move and when to go for goal.
Wasim Boksh - Wasim’s season was cut short by injury. He has an uncanny knack of getting his toe
in to win the ball and had one particularly memorable game when he ran riot and scored the winning
goal.
Zahid Nasser - Zahid is very adept at linking play and may well benefit from the switch to 9 a side. He
has done well in defence, although not his favourite position and marked his birthday with a screamer
from outside the box.
Zakaria Mrabate - Zak has a natural eye for the ball and is developing into a very accomplished
defender. Could be a real star if his development continues in the same vein.
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Under 11’s Girls
After a strong start to the season, then came the rain!! The girls showed real commitment
and strength of character.
With games and training being cancelled the team finished a respectable 4th in the division.
Making everybody very proud.
Sian Watson - This season’s player of the year. Well-deserved with a fantastic attitude and
enthusiasm, superb team player and determined to do her best in every game.
Ellie Flynn - Always ready on the attack, creating chances for her team mates. Always
raring to go and a brilliant all round player. (not available in photo)
Lucy Waterhouse - Cracking little player, nippy in defence always striving to beat the
"bigger" players. Persevered and scored too!
Madeleine Hanson - Super goalie, always encouraging her team on. Really improved in skill
this season and great attitude.
Charlotte Gurney - Last season’s player of the year didn't disappoint this season either.
Always determined and pushing forward. Playing in any position always throws herself into
the game!
Olivia Banks - Creating some fantastic goals she has grown in skill and confidence this
season against much older girls. Keeps all her team mates smiling!
Beth Mathews - An integral part of the team has become more confident in midfield and
upfront, incredibly hard working and happy to create chances for her team mates.
Maisie Grayland - Fantastic first season, getting stuck in and providing great strength in
defence. Always happy to go in goal with great success!
Lily Parry - Hard working and great team player has come on leaps and bounds this season
always gives 100% and never gives up.
Susie Weidsmann - Last but not least, a formidable defender who has also shined up front
this season. Never backs down from a challenge and always shows great sportsmanship.
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Under 11’s North
FREDDIE COLLINS. Still hustling and bustling away Freddie took over the reigns as our main striker
this year tenacious and strong as ever always surprising the opposition and popping up when they
least expect him. He never gives up and does not seem to care who is asking the answer is no you
cannot have it….
CHARLIE BARNETT. Charlie took a while to get going this season, but once he did, our opposition
wished he hadn’t. On his favourite right wing, he tore strips out of a few defenders just as he did last
year. Unplayable at times Charlie is so quick…. “Where did he go?”
MAX VARNEY. Still the ‘rock’ at the back moving between the centre back and his favourite left hand
side he takes his defending quite seriously and is seriously quite good at defending. Max continues to
develop and is much more comfortable with the ball now setting up our attacks as well as silencing
theirs.
MARCUS CUNNINGTON. ‘Out on loan’ to the district Marcus, still scored his share of goals when he
played and showed us a few of the new tricks he learnt on his travels. Really looking forward the next
season and having a quality player like Marcus back especially with the new defensive skills he has
been learning this season.
ALEXANDER HARRIS. Sadly, this is Alex’s last year with us, but he never disappoints, versatile and
dependable. Happy on the left, right or centre Alex has cemented himself in the defensive and
midfield roles that he is also very capable of playing.
WILL MONK. Another player in his last season with. Will is another player who will be missed. Will
has continued to impose himself wherever he plays. In defence or up front it does not seem to make
much difference to Will a versatile player he really can play in every position on the pitch.
KIT RAINFORD. Ever present in goal Kit has continued where he left off last year. There have been a
few games year where the opposition manager has said ‘oh no not him again’, ‘where did you get him
from?’ and ‘are there any more?’ A great shot stopper he has kept us in in more than a few games
again this year
TOM GRIFFITHS. Another very versatile player Tom is as happy going forward as he is stopping the
opposition from playing. A revelation last season in defence he has continued providing cover at the
back as well nipping at the oppositions heels in midfield.
HARVEY CONNOR. Still as dependable as ever. No doubt, who I am giving the ball to when it ending
up in the back of the net really matters. A skilful midfielder as well, Harvey always makes sure the
opposition know he is there and has chipped in with a few great goals this year too.
DANIEL HUSSAIN. Played out of his favourite position he has spent much of the year covering at the
back this season, but Dan has done a great job and has added another aspect to his game.
DANIEL LUDWIG. The unsung hero of the team in many ways, another naturally defensive player
Dan reads the game as well as anybody in the team. Another player who can also play in any position
on the pitch and play them all well.
FREDDIE RADAVANOVIC. One of the trickier members of the team Freddie twists them this way and
that. Quick footed and skilful Freddie tie em up in knots marauding down the wings. One of the new
players this year we are looking forward to working with Freddie next year
THOMAS COOPER. The U11 North’s equivalent of Gareth Bale, Thomas has had a great first
season. Both footed, skilful and pacey Thomas has run quite a few teams ragged this season.
Whether hitting the by-line or cutting inside the results are the same, balls in the box or the goal!
OLIVER MERRIDEN. Another of this year’s new signings, Ollie is tenacious and versatile. As willing
to defend, as he is to play up front, he has scored some nice goals and stopped the opposition from
scoring plenty too. A good first season for Ollie for sure…
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Under 11’s South
The team proved once again that they are a strong force in the Emerald division losing only on penalties in the
semi-final to the eventual divisional cup winners. They also reached the cup final when on tour conceding only
one goal and scoring twenty one on route to the final. Cillian managed to pick up the moment of the tournament
throughout all age groups for his fantastic solo goal, where we think he also went around a few of his own team
mates before scoring.!!

Samuel Pollard - Samuel has proved again that it needs something special to get passed him. Great
reaction saves have silenced many an opposition crowd who have come to realise their goal
celebrations are premature. A rock at the back and has grown with confidence during the season.
Guy Butterworth - Guy has had an excellent season, he is a player who can play absolutely
anywhere and still produce a MOM performance. They say every team needs a good spine and guy is
always at the heart of ours. He’s strong in the tackle, comfortable on the ball and has a great vision.
Jake Fleming - Jake has been an absolute rock at the heart of the defence and proved to be just as
strong and composed when pushed up into centre midfield. He wins every ball he challenges for and
his surging runs forward have moved the team from defence to attack in a matter of moments.
Dan Eaves - Dan was this year’s team captain leading the team through another successful season.
He is a player who always gives 100%, strong in the tackle and creative when on the ball. His goal in
the last game of the season against Welwyn was amazing and a pleasure to watch.
Mark Allan - Mark has proved again this season that he is a versatile player who is solid when
playing in defence but has the ability to go past players with ease when he moves forward into a
midfield position. It’s always a pleasure to coach Mark and this season is no different.
Tom Dodd – New signing this season and from day one has become the midfield general. A left
footed player with strength and power, but is always composed on the ball with the ability to pick a pin
point pass. He has become our dead ball specialist scoring some great goals from outside the box.
Will Baynham - Will has the ability to play in midfield but more often than not has been the lone
striker. He has scored a hatful of goals and with his quick thinking, strength on the ball and precise
passing has proved to be our main source of goal assists. A good looking lad just like his dad!!
Louis Baker-Madec - Louis has once again been the engine of the team. His energy and desire
along with a great talent and raw speed is noticed by all the opposition coaches. We just have one
message to them, catch him if you can!! Louis has become our first player to score 100 goals.
Cillian Webb – Cillian brings another dimension to the team, with a turn of pace that is feared by all
opponents. He is comfortable playing on either wing, as a striker and even at full back. No matter
where he plays you know a goal is coming, in fact so many goals he is this year’s top scorer!!
Scott Ovenden - Despite having a serious injury at the start of the season Scott has played a big part
in the team. Able to play on the right or left side of midfield, he tackles hard and runs fast. Improving
all the time this year he bought some shooting boots and scored some crucial goals.
Sam Doidge - Sam is our first choice right back, but also enjoys and comfortable playing in midfield.
He is a fantastic reader of the game and has a knack of always being in the right place at the right
time. His long range passing and crosses from dead balls have led to many goals.
Ollie Townshend - Ollie has had another solid season, which has seen him play in various positions
although we have come to rely on him at back. His skill and technical ability is improving in every
game and his hard work and pressing the opposition resulted in a well-earned and great goal on tour.
Tim Davies – Another new signing who has been an instant success. Tim has a bucket load of
energy with speed to match. A strong player who goes past players with ease, he can turn defence
into attack in the blink of an eye and normally does. Will this boy every run out of energy!!!
Orson Campos – Every team needs some Brazilian flare and we have Orson. He is comfortable
playing on either side of midfield or in attack. He has all the twists, turns and step overs in his locker
needed to dazzle the opposition. He is always playing with a smile on his face and great fun to coach.
We would like to wish Guy Butterworth, Tim Davies and Scott Oveden all the best as next season
they are going to play the game with an odd shape ball. You are all true SACY Legends and the door
will always be open for a return. GOOD LUCK BOYS & THANKS FOR SOME GREAT MEMORIES
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Under 11’s East
Jamie Carrick - One of the most developed players in the squad. Has come along
way in Goal Keeping, and his confidence continues to grow.
Mustaqim Boksh - Very hard working player who will always give you 100%. I'm
proud of the way he's come along this season especially in his confidence in playing
at the back.
Dylan Winfield - The rock of the team, never shy to get involved and take charge.
Over the years he's taking a natural leadership role in the team.
Emerson Smith - Natural athlete very quick on and off the ball. A pleasure to watch
him drive down the wing and attack.
William Bennet - Hardest working player at training. Always gives me 100% in
training and matches a player who never gives up despite the score.
Fin Pile - A very calm and composed player. On the pitch has most the vision and
can pick out a pass without looking. Off the pitch he's a funny lad always making
others laugh.
Aiden Walsh - Most energetic player on the squad, his work rate is excellent he
controls the midfield area most games. Being the youngest on the pitch it can be
difficult at times but be copes well, we will truly miss him next season.
Josh Killick - Very hard working player who will keep going. Has a rocket on him
that could damage the keeper.
Nazeer Khan - Another skillful player of mine, takes a large interest in futsal.
Dominates the wing and creates a lot of chances for the attacking side.
Muba Kiomone - Quickest player on the squad, a threat upfront. Nickname Mike
Tyson, doesn't hold back from any tackle.
Richard Standing - New recruit to the squad adds a physical presence in the
midfield. A joyful player to be around.
Alex Manzi - Top goal scorer of the season, never fails to get me a goal when he's
on the pitch. Links up well with the players and reads the game well.
Josh Parker - Intelligent player who reads the game well. Another natural leader
who can keep the boys going.
Benjamin Heeley - Very skillful player with quick feet. A danger upfront who will
create goals as well as score a few.
Ted Park - Quick player who plays a lot like Paul Scholes. Has the vision for the
pass and helps create chances on the pitch.
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Under 11 West
Joe Scragg – super shot stopper who improved as the season progressed, Carrick style
holding midfielder who links up and distributes the ball well.
Louis Johnston – played in a range of positions, shows great strength when distributing the
ball from goal kicks, improved passing and corner taking.
Robert Brown – hard working central defender who is difficult to beat, passes the ball well,
leads the defensive unit by his great example.
Arin Mangan – tireless defender who plays the game hard and fair, fearless in the tackle
and has improved his ability to link up play with the midfield.
Ben Sommerbauer – excellent mid-season addition to the squad who has improved
enormously in a short space of time, determined and gritty left footed defender/midfielder.
Alex Sommerbauer – late autumn addition, strong, fearless, attacking player who can
distribute the ball with both feet, an excellent addition to the West.
Joshua Penning – determined, hard-working midfielder with an engine like a tank, scorer of
some valuable goals against challenging opposition, leads by example.
Joe Cussans – left footed speedster who is a real threat with the ball at his feet, has
improved his ability to release the ball to others, always tracks back and has sound spatial
awareness.
Luke Hill – a sound combination of speed and strength has resulted in several valuable
goals this season, developing an improved passing game as the season progressed.
Matthew Roome – killer striker of the ball from anywhere on the pitch, often chooses the
right place to be in to get a shot away.
Jason Roome – scorer of some valuable goals against challenging opposition, sound
awareness of the need to put pressure on opposing teams when playing it out from the back.
Edward Earl – played in a range of positions this season, always willing to make a
challenge for the ball and link up play going forward.
Jude Bhumgara – defender/midfield who often chooses the right pass to play, links up play
well between defence and midfield.
Fantastic 14th squad members
Anthony Gosling (Fantastic Coach) and Colin (Fantastic Thursday Coach)
Steve R, Steve B and John M (Fantastic Replacement Managers)
Julian and Susan (Fantastic Admin Team)
All other parents who have been fantastic in net hanging, corner flags, respect barrier and
rock checking.
Many thanks for your continued support!
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Under 11 CENTRAL
Manager: Tony Moss
Losing our goalkeeper, top goal scorer and key defensive midfielder to district schools last summer
left a small squad digging deep into their versatility bank to cover the move to 9 aside. Each and
every player did themselves proud, stepping up to the mark and highlighting their adaptability. New
players mid-season boosted the squad leading to some magnificent displays of attractive, attacking
football.
Adam “Flash” Bahouss - Speed is something Adam has in abundance, bursting behind the defence
like a flash of lightening from the left or the right. New to the game, it’s only a matter of time before he
becomes a big goal scorer.
Dan “catch me if you can” Baylis - Determination, pace and movement get Dan into attacking
positions that take the opposition by surprise. With sliding tackles timed to perfection, he can also
rescue his team mates with a last ditch challenge.
Matty “Twister” Bleakley - Matty hurtles through opponents leaving destruction in his path, twisting
and turning, taking his opponents out of the game to create space for his team mates. A truly
outstanding first season with Central.
Will “The Conjurer” Brown - Will has style, control, commitment and the ability to surprise! With
plenty tricks up his sleeve he’ll conjure up some magic, leaving his opponent confused and looking
where the ball went. A real asset to the team.
Angelo “The Rock” Calatrava - Two footed, rock solid and rock hard, Angelo has power in
abundance with the strongest tackle and the strongest shot in the team. Solid in defence but a real
threat around the edge of the area. Solid season.
Sasha “Grinner” Goss - Always smiling and plays with a grin on his face, but don’t be deceived,
Sasha will soon show you who’s the boss, with a tough tackle and a great first touch to create the
space needed to break out of defence.
Jon “Greavsie” Hargreaves - Greavsie has a power packed left foot which when caught sweet could
rip the net. Great at finding space and laying off a quick simple pass to keep an attack flowing. Great
first season with more to come.
James "BigMac" McVeigh - Determined and passionate, with a bone shaking tackle, James was a
huge loss after initially deciding to play District Schools, but a change of heart saw him return to
Central and we didn’t look back. THANKS!
John "MiniMac" McVeigh - An outstanding season, mostly at left back, John is a solid defender with
a strong tackle, a magical first touch, composure on the ball and an eye for a simple pass, plus he’s a
real threat going forward.
Tom "MiddleMac" McVeigh - A fantastic engine combined with amazing dribbling ability and an eye
for goal results in Tom running at his opponents for the whole game, turning them inside out before
slamming the ball in the back of the net.
Luis “Mascher” Moreno - Luis’ passion for the game and football brain combined with timing, touch
and control enable him to win the ball and find a defence splitting pass or a position to create a
chance for himself. Top quality player.
Joe "The Mosster" Moss - Bravely stepped up to play 70% of the season in goal and still scored 8!
Lightening off his line and brave coming for the ball, Joe was voted man of the match by a referee and
3 opposition managers this season!
Nick “Pistol” Powdrell - Vision, awareness and strength plus a brain to do his running, allows Nick
to create space for himself to fire shot after shot at the target or hold up the ball to thread the perfect
pass through for a team mate.
Elliot “The Iceman” Smith - Cool under pressure and cool on the ball, Elliot is Centrals most
consistent player who can always be relied upon due to his ability to read the game perfectly
especially at the back as it unfolds in front of him.
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Under 11’s Orient
After being promoted up a division and adapting to the 9v9 format, the boys had a challenging first
half of the season, however they learnt and developed as a team as the season progressed, and
became one of the stronger teams in the second half of the season whilst sticking to their passing
principles. We are proud of all the boys achievements and their commitment. A big thank you to the
parents for their unwavering support and help throughout the season. Well done boys! Rob, Steve
and Thana
Samuel Beasley – Joined this season and quickly became a popular member of the squad. An
athletic midfield powerhouse, who has contributed with some great performances and plenty of cool
finishes.
Daniel Breeze - He is not afraid to use his head and with a ferocious strike he does not score many
tap ins. Sharing goalkeeping with Logan he has played with assurance effectively turning defence into
attack.
Patrick Brown – Another good striker of the ball who has scored some crucial goals. Has worked on
developing his passing and teammate awareness to add to his individual skills.
Kieran Cooke – one of the quieter lads who is an unsung hero of the team. His pace and timing of
the tackle saving the team on many an occasion, has improved his positioning and reading of the
game.
Brendan Donegan – Another new addition. Is working to align his undoubted natural ability and great
feet to the demands of playing in a team unit. Frequent goalscorer, who has a knack of being in the
right place at the right time.
Andrew Ellis – a trustworthy team player and good trainer who brings a calmness and assurance to
the team looking to distribute the ball intelligently and turn defence into attack.
James Fontaine – Jamie has a great first touch and mastery of the ball. This aligned with strength
and pace has made him a devastating attacking option, finishing as team top scorer (Jamie just in
case you were asking!).
Oliver Gilmour – A lot of natural talent, with tricks to bamboozle defenders with some dazzling wing
play, scoring some vital goals. He is developing aligning this with improving his passing game and
awareness.
Isaac Hannon – a committed player, strong in the tackle whether at “wing back” or holding midfield,
has really developed his passing, with smart use of the ball.
Ross Hermon – Our midfield dynamo he’s Orient’s “Stevie G”. His great energy, tackling, bravery and
driving runs have been at the heart of the team’s success.
Joe McCarthy – A key player in the spine of the team. Joe always gives a 100%, brave in the tackle,
adept at reading and dealing with dangerous opposition attacks on many occasions this season..
Daniel Sands – He is a versatile team player, who has good first touch and a great passer of the ball.
Makes really intelligent movement off the ball
Oliver Smith – Skillful technical player who likes to express himself. His ability to control and hold
the ball up and vision of pass to bring teammates into the game make him an asset to the team.
Logan Subramanian – A committed player who gives his all to the team. Great tackler winning the
ball for the team, and distributing wisely. Sharing goalkeeping with Daniel B, he is pulled off some
great saves this year.
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Under 12’s Girls
Hannah Martin. Hannah is a great all-rounder and has had another great season. She can
play in any position, has a good brain and a thunderous shot when given some space.
Jessica Simpson. Jess has excelled on the right wing again this season and has made this
position her own. Defenders fear her pace and she also scores some cracking goals.
Katie Holder. Katie is our captain and playmaker in midfield but sadly a broken arm has
kept her out for over half our games. She has been sorely missed and we cannot wait for her
to join up with us again next season.
Mariona Horne-Batet. Maz has had a fine season with the team, and she really has shined
in every position. If the posts and crossbar could have been moved an inch, we would be
looking at the league’s top scorer for sure! She has great skills moving forwards and has
been our stand in captain for the second half of the season
Freya Cooke. Freya has had another super season. Mainly from the bench, she has
shored up our defences when needed and often got in that last ditched challenge. She also
enjoys playing up front and has moved on leaps and bounds this season.
Sophie Veal. Sophie is our keeper. She has taken a few knocks this year and her bravery
and talent continue to impress, and if she were a tad taller, nothing would have past her!
Her skills have been highly praised by opposing teams.
Laura Vincent. Laura generally plays in the centre of midfield and is every manager’s
dream; never say die attitude, first to every tackle, goal line clearances and some great
goals – enough said!
Anna Vincent. Anna has been a great little find this season. Boundless energy, a few
goals, terrier like tackling and always plays with a smile – well done Anna.
Georgia McConachie. Our only natural left foot player, and boy can she use it. Georgia
plays down the left either in midfield or as a wing-back, and occasionally up front. She has
scored some great goals from all positions and been a valuable member of the team this
season.
Abbie Wilbraham. Abbie is another little terrier playing on the right in defence. She makes
very few mistakes and can always be relied upon to upset anyone coming towards her.
Great season and is another who is always happy.
Alice Benson. Alice is our natural centre half. Not a traditional one however as she is one
of the fastest girls in the league! She has used those fast long legs to save so many last
ditch goal attempts that she is sorely missed when she does not play.
Hayley Trounce. Hayley is new to the team and joined us mid/late season. She has
already settled in very well and we are trying to find her niche. She is very comfortable on
the ball, has bags of energy and we are looking forward to a full season from her – well
done.
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Under 12s North
What can I say the boys have had an amazing season WHYL Division 1 Champions for the
second time in 4 years, Challenge Cup Runners up and semi finalists in the Senior League
Cup scoring an impressive 151 goals along the way!
A big thank you to our sponsor Paul Smith of Rack Storage Systems, Lorraine Kerslake our
match delegate, David Owen & Alun Orde our referees and all the parents for their ongoing
support and especially those that have run the line in the rain, cold & sunshine.
William Kerslake - Goalkeeper developed well throughout the season making numerous
game saving saves when called upon keeping us in many matches.
Tom Carmichael - Ever present defender, excellent reading of the game strong in the air &
tackle and a real threat from corners.
Jarvis Wilkins - An accomplished defender, midfielder & striker, very strong with an
excellent shot scoring some spectacular goals throughout the season.
Harvey Smith - Had an amazing season in defence, with an eye for goal from the half way
line! Excellent in the tackle and in the air. Good luck next season as he moves to Rugby we
will miss you.
Finn Murphy - Team Captain, midfield dynamo and contributing some important goals with
his head at the end of the season. Moving to Central next year with our best wishes again
we will miss you.
Thomas Geller - Moved to a defensive role this year strong positioning and good in tackle
and in the air, superb work rate a real team player, covering in midfield when required and
contributing with some important goals.
Joe Williams - Right/left midfield or striker, fast skilful and versatile and has continued to
develop his game in his second season with the team scoring some great goals.
Emir Johnston - Right or Left midfielder and defensive cover, really worked hard again this
season to develop his game, contributing up front with some good goals whilst also
defending resolutely.
Ryan Orde - Right or Central Midfield, had a great season, dead ball specialist scoring many
superb free kicks and providing numerous assists for his strike partners with his vision and
distribution.
Joe Curran - Striker or attacking midfielder, skilful and great finisher whilst also setting up
his strike colleagues with assists, works tirelessly for the team and reached 100 goals for the
club this season.
James Lawrence - Striker or attacking midfielder, skilful with good awareness and
positioning setting up his strike partners with many assists this season as well as
contributing with his goal tally.
Billy Owen - Main striker, strong and quick feeding off his strike partners scoring an
impressive tally this season whilst also contributing with many assists. Also achieved the 100
goals for the club, a great season!
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Under 12’s South

Luca Kershaw

Luke Findlay

Ben Martin

Edward Young

Hendrik Bockenhauer

Daniel Banerjee

Ryan Mason

Ronnie Russo

Nickolas Swan

James Knapp

Joseph Parrett

Oliver Taits
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Under 12’s East
Manager: Harpal Lailey - Assistant Manager: Ian Holmes
“It’s been a pleasure coaching the boys this season. Their energy and enthusiasm is infectious. It’s
amazing what they’ve achieved in their first season together. Their parents should be very proud of
them…”
Goalkeeper, Samuel Jackson-Hale – Sam joined the team in February 2012 (taking over from Harry
Peter and Ryan Ward) and has made a massive impact with 6 clean sheets in 10 games.
Left Back, Sam Lailey – Sam has worked hard in training and improved with every game. His ball
control and passing out of defence is a joy to watch and he is turning into an accomplished defender.
Left Back/Left Midfield, Asher Stevens – Asher joined the team late in November due to injury, but
has shown a great deal of commitment in training and has also improved with every game. He shows
good awareness of his other team mates.
Right Back, Ben Harris – Ben is a wonderful character to have in the team. He always tries his
hardest. He is a solid right back and can be relied on by his team mates. He is leaving us at the end
of the season, so we all wish him the best of luck and thank him for his contribution.
Right Back/Right Midfield, Matthew Holmes – Matthew has grown in confidence this season. He is
beginning to link up well with his other team mates and his ball control is improving by the week. He
has formed a good partnership with Sam in defence.
Left Midfield, James Liu (c) – James has been instrumental to the teams’ success this season. He
has led by example all season, always giving his best and delighting spectators with his close ball
control. Again, shows a great awareness of other team mates.
Centre Midfield, Aaron Peter – Aaron has had an exceptional season. He is central to the team and
can always be relied on to give his best. He is an extremely flexible player, having played in all
positions this season (including in goal). He has finished the season as the highest goal scorer.
Right Midfield, Henry Oliver – Henry has delighted everyone with his blistering runs, deft touches
and some astonishing goals. He has shown how important he is to the team as the season has
progressed. He’s also played in all positions this season (including goal).
Right/Left Midfield and Forward, Bradley Osborn – Bradley is a pleasure to have in the team. Full
of energy, with explosive pace, he can run all day. He’s tried a number of positions this season, and
has excelled in all of them. His ability to take on defenders is second to none.
Right Midfield/Forward and Sub Goalkeeper, Ryan Ward – Ryan is another that has delighted
everyone with some astonishing goals. He hits the ball with power and precision, frequently scoring
goals from way out of the penalty box. He is a great holding player and is starting to pick out other
players with pin-point passing.
Right Midfield/Forward, Swaley Smith – Swaley always gives 100%. He chases every opportunity
and his link-up play with the midfield is a pleasure to watch. He shows great awareness and control. A
key player for us this season.
Forward/Sub Goalkeeper, Harry Peter – Harry has been brilliant for us this season. He was in goal
for more than half of the season and pulled of some immense saves. He has played the latter part of
the season up front and shown what a precocious talent he is in front of goal, by becoming the
second highest goal scorer for the team.
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Under 12’s West
The boys joined the West Herts Youth Sunday League – Div 2 & have adapted to the lge &
put in some outstanding performances at the end of the season to preserve their lge status.
Tom Benson - Tom trained with the squad most of the season before making his debut after
Christmas where he put in a man of the match performance. Looking forward to more next
season..
Kishan Dhivar - Kishan is a strong attacking midfield player but has leant to be disciplined
working back for the team. A sharp thinking individual and the coaches have to be on their
guard for his one liners.
Adam Johnson - Adam is happiest playing up front in a loan striker position and again filled
his boots with goals but is beginning to appreciate the importance of the role he plays when
not in front of goal and capable of playing a midfield or even defensive role for the team.
Edward Johnson - Last year’s players, player of the year had another excellent season. Ed
is a rock at the heart of the defence and has become more disciplined in his positioning. A
confident penalty taker, he also likes to have a run in midfield.
James Johnson - James is a skilful left-footed player but is also trying hard to improve his
work-rate for the team especially off the ball to enable him to play in midfield and on
occasions up front.
Donald Mackay - Donald has become a reliable defender and has worked on his fitness,
speed and reading of the game. Always a smile on his face and loves his football and
training.
Stefan Martin - A non-stop battling midfielder who breaks down play, works relentlessly &
gives everything for the team. His energy gets him from box to box and means he also picks
up a better than average share of goals. You try and take him off the pitch…
Ben Mehta - Ben really enjoys the team ethic and is as happy at training as he is playing the
games. He works hard in any position and has put in some strong performances in goal.
George Pelham - Away fixtures now clash with rugby meaning limited match opportunities
but George’s robust presence strengthens the defence and also adds leadership to the
team. Always keen to offer advice, he may put the coaches out of a job soon.
Scott Redshaw - Scott has made a strong start in his debut season and comfortable in both
defence and midfield. Scott will grow in confidence next season after adjusting to match
situations.
Will Reed - Another player due to rugby commitments can’t make away fixtures but again
adds to the strength of the team at home. An accomplished attacking midfield player who
has good vision to spot a pass…
William Skinner - The ‘silent assassin’. A brilliant midfielder who works tirelessly up and
down the pitch with his midfield twin. You struggle to get any sound out of him but the
opposition don’t see him coming and underestimate him at their peril…
Matthew Stevens - Matthew has established himself as a defensive regular and uses his
excellent speed to cover numerous situations. The gentleman of the team who is sometimes
still too polite to opposing strikers and is working on his rougher side!
Thomas Tillin - Tom had a burst of confidence in goal towards the end of the season and
made the goalie’s gloves his own as the team’s results improved. An enthusiastic and vocal
supporter when not on the pitch.
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Under 12’s Orient
Emanuel Abu Sayf - has progressed amazingly this season with such determination hard
work and loyalty to the team - very excited for his next season with us.
Tristan Edwards - an incredible defender who always pulls it out the bag - very sad to see
him move teams as it has been a privilege to have him in the team.
Tommy Edwell - always works solidly at the back, pushing up and sprinting back
determined to achieve a goal.
Alex Sharkey - keen as you like and been fantastic in defence all season - looking foward to
working him in his new position next season.
Liam Clark - loves to get involved and battles hard in midfield - looking strong for the new
season.
Kai Hobbs - superb team player and the "free kick king of orient" - always hungry for goals.
Peter Rock - pocket rocket is our cheeky chappy on the pitch - pushes and scores
whenever possible and looking excellent for next season.
Louis McNamara - improved performance from middle of the season so excited to see this
continue.
Joshua Cross - our top goal scorer who has played well and hard throughout the season wishing him good luck as he goes to a new team.
Stevie Smith - a versatile player who has matured this year with confidence - wishing him
good luck as he moves on.
Tom Brooker - has shown eagerness and flexibility on the pitch and delighted he achieved
the goals he so deserved.
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Under 13’s Girls North

Under 13’s Girls South
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Under 13’s Girls North
Manager: Claire Trulock Coach: Sam Mardle
Another fun-filled season for us, yet again the quality of our possession football is above our years and
opponents; learning the game at this age is key. Everyone can hoof a ball when they are 16, and as we grow,
watch out for the teams like us that can play as well! We are making great strides to develop into a great and
successful team, and as the years progress, this will no doubt happen. Absolute pleasure to coach, keep it up
please girls! I’d also like to extend my gratitude and thanks to Claire, who does all the hard work behind the
scenes, whilst I do the easy bit of turning up to training and matches! It is greatly appreciated by me, the girls and
the parents, thank you.

Erla Bjarnadotti – Erla loves to have the ball at her feet and is capable of some mazy dribbles, and
allowing us to build some great attacks with some excellent through balls. She always gives her all for
the team, a great second season Erla!
Zoe Chick – Zoe wears her heart on her sleeve and will always give 100% no matter which position
she is playing in. A powerful dribbler who will never stop running, she reads the game and can make
vital interceptions. Well done Zoe!
Olivia Chrisp – Ollie has the ability to ghost past any player in her way, her grace and poise on the
ball is fantastic, and is beginning to couple that with passes that break lines. Her improvement has
been immense this year, and can play anywhere on the pitch. A fantastic season Ollie!
Beth Dickinson-McRae – Beth is a player who always gives her all for the team, and scored a vital
winner for us this season in the County Cup. Learning the game and beginning to show some
impressive turns as a striker; be proud of yourself Beth!
Maddy Donaldson – Maddy D is a coach’s dream; she is at every training session and every match
without fail, giving her best each time. Adept everywhere on the pitch, including in goal, she relishes
playing up front and her hold up play is excellent. A brilliant season Maddy!
Eleanor Keating – Eleanor bosses the midfield and her retaining of possession is vital to us as a
team. Also brilliant at winning the ball back and breaking up play, she is always one step ahead of the
opposition; she carried on her form from her first season and excelled into this. Superb Eleanor!
Jessica Levy – Jess is a rock at the heart of the defence, and also very capable of playing in central
midfield. Great pace, and organises her defence extremely well, a great voice on the pitch. A brilliant
character also at training, her only downfall is being an Arsenal fan! Excellent season Jess.
Francesca McGlenn – Fran has improved tenfold this season; her reading of the game is better than
most adults. A brilliant striker of the ball, she has relished playing at centre back a lot more regularly
this season, but is extremely capable anywhere on the pitch. Have confidence Fran, you’ve had a
wonderful season.
Maddy Merritt – Maddy is one of the best technical girl footballers I have seen at this age. You could
put her anywhere on the pitch and she will have an understanding of each position. Be confident to
take anyone on and progress Maddy, because you are more than good enough.
Olivia (Libby) Rainford – Libby is an absolute pleasure to coach, a fantastic character and footballer
with excellent potential. I am absolutely gutted to lose her at the end of this season as she chooses to
explore other avenues. Everyone wishes you all the very best Libby and you are welcome back at any
time!
Katie Runacres – The calmest goalkeeper in girls’ football! Katie has improved yet again this year,
with her distribution being a particular highlight. Her kicking is excellent, as well as her short throws,
which often bamboozles opposition managers into shock that youth teams can actually play through
the thirds! Outstanding Katie!
Claudia Smith – Claudia has had a fantastic second season. Calm, assured, and brilliant at
defending, she has saved us numerous times this year. A ball playing defender, her eye for a pass is
outstanding and can allow her to play anywhere on the pitch. Also, you will never win a tackle against
her! Well done Claudia!
Lorna Speed – Lorna has the ability to play anywhere on the pitch, but has found her home playing
up front this year, including a brilliant hat trick against King George. Determined and committed, Lorna
has really excelled this year into a brilliant all round player. Excellent, Lorna!
Isobel Todd – Isobel has had a fantastic first season in football playing for us, so much so that it’s
quite hard to believe it is her first season. Adept in defence and in midfield, her ability to play a killer
pass and win the ball back is huge for the team. Brilliant, Isobel!
Melissa Trulock – Melissa is identical to Maddy M in their play on the pitch, a fantastic footballer with
great potential. She ghosts past the opposition, and pops up with some excellent goals. A dynamic
dribbler; keep the confidence keep it going please Melissa! Top quality season.
Ffion Williams – Another brilliant reader of the game, Ffion has excelled in playing at wing back this
year, to help develop her dribbling technique, and this has been evidenced in her play this year.
Comfortable on the ball, she can pick a pass well, and is fantastic in the tackle. Another great season,
Ffion!
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Under 13’s Girl South
South Squad have been together since the summer of 2010 and have had a challenging season but
they continue to grow as a team and we are extremely proud of their team spirit and amazing attitude
and determination.
Last summer we hosted visiting players from our sister club Cusa Courage, Ohio, USA for ten days.
In August a team of fifteen girls are travelling to Dayton Ohio USA for our own eleven day tour which
will be a once in a lifetime experience. The trip ends in a three day Mead Cup Tournament, involving
over five hundred teams from around the United States and Canada.
Emily Sibley - (GK) Sibo has made some fantastic saves this season and is a fantastic shot stopper
and her confidence has grown as the season has progressed, her bravery is often spoken about on
the side-lines.
Grainne Kellet - (Midfield) G is like lightening down the right hand side and many defenders struggle
to keep up with her pace. Her tackling has improved greatly this season and next season we expect a
few goals too.
Katie Hennessy - (Midfield) Katie is one of the most determined players I have seen who’s passion
for the game shines through in her football, a talented all-rounder that battles for every ball and has
scored some cracking goals.
Sophie Hegerty - (Defence) Super Sophie who has had her fair share of injuries this season is an
outstanding athlete who is extremely quick and can always be relied upon to make the final tackle,
she has also played well going forward.
Ellie Holder - (Defence) Ellie is a strong defender that can play on either side of the pitch and has
improved massively this season. She is extremely fast when she wants to be and throws the ball a
country mile.
Lauren Walker - (Midfield) Bones is one of the most naturally gifted players whose ball control is
admired by all. She has battled hard in Midfield as she often has to fend off three defenders at one
time to get the ball off her.
Phoebe Skinner - (Defence) Phoebe one of the most improved this season who started her football
career as a striker then midfield and now defender. She never backs out of a tackle and gives 100%
effort every game.
Hannah Coote - (Midfield) Hannah is our only two footed player in the team that gives defenders a
truly difficult time as they don’t know which way she is going to turn, she reads the game extremely
well and her crosses have set up many goals.
Molly Johnson - (Midfield) Molly has improved so much this season on the left hand side of the pitch,
her ball control and passing has been superb and she looks dangerous when she is running at
defenders.
Lauren Standing - (Midfield) Lauren is our top goal scorer this season and is feared by many who
come up against her. Her strength and determination have shone through this season and her fitness
has really improved.
Charlotte Banks - (Midfield) Charlotte is a versatile player that picks out her passes with great
accuracy and can play anywhere on the pitch and always gives her all on match days. She is an asset
to the team.
Molly Woodland - (Defence) Woodster has had a fantastic season in the back line and not many
players get past her. Her fearless tackling have made her a valuable member of the team and she
always clears the ball well when under pressure.
Jade Parker - (Striker) Jade will always give her all in attack and is great in front of goal and she
shows great awareness of her team mates when the defenders are closing in. She has one of the
hardest shots in the team.
Kira Close - (Striker) Kira is the terrier of the team that battles for every ball and slide tackles
anything that moves, a true team player that covers every blade of grass on the pitch and works her
socks off every game.
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Under 13’s North
A great season for the North with fantastic runs in three cups and culminating in the boys proving
what a great tournament side they are by winning the Holland Cup in Amsterdam.
Goalkeeper Nathan Glasscoe - Without a doubt the best goalkeeper we have seen in our league
this season, he has developed into a fantastic shot stopper and commands his area with confidence.
Like last season he still dreams of being a striker and we have lost count of how many times he has
asked to go up for a corner!
Ben Dimmock - As previous years, one of the first names on the team sheet, he is the most
deceptive of defenders often fooling strikers with his knack of reading their next move before they
make it.
Harry Watts - Always reads the game better than most, he has made the right back position his own
providing a devastating supply of passes down the right hand side of the pitch. He has a fantastic
engine and always gives it his all.
Cameron Smith - Cameron never gives up on the pitch always sticking to his man and playing the
game with a grin. A dependable team player now starting to add goals to his game this season. We
just wish he liked training more.
Tom Noble-Nesbit - Tom is one of the best trainers, always impressing with his ability and calmness.
This is also apparent on match days as long as the wind and rain hasn’t blown his hair out of place.
Sam Day - A deadly left foot, whether making a crunching tackle or clearing any danger, Sam has
played most positions this season. He is another fantastic trainer and thankfully not so many injury
stories this year.
Rob Mckee - Rob takes the game and training as seriously, whether it is for fun or serious
competition and he has been a rock in the middle of the team allowing others around him to benefit
from his calm passing.
Matthew Breeze - Considering Matt finished the season on the injured list and played a share of his
appearances in defense, his goal tally is impressive. He has the ability to beat players at will
anywhere on the pitch.
Harry Smith (Captain) - Very passionate, strong and skillful, Harry always frightens defenses with his
driving runs and dead ball ability. He takes winning very seriously and demands the same from his
team mates.
Jack Hughes - A powerful fast left footed striker providing many a team with a problem on how to
handle him. He has also dropped back to help the defense when needed. Jack is a big personality on
and off the pitch.
Dominic Dee - Dominic has bags of energy and is developing into an impressive attacking midfielder
who always works hard for the team and most probably runs twice as much as anyone else.
Cameron Clark - Cameron has had a fantastic season although he has taken over from Sam as
having the most ongoing injuries (we nearly employed a team Physio just for him) but watching him
play we know why as he puts himself on the line in every match. He has struck up a fantastic
partnership with Ben
Oliver Davis - Since joining, Oliver has continuously impressed and his commitment to the team was
shown when he played after arriving back from skiing with blistered and bruised feet but refused to
come off the pitch.
Victor Dehon - A great first season, his tenacity in a challenge is unrivalled and his work rate is
always impressive. A fantastic team member and I’m told a great singer, let’s hope it’s as good as his
headed goal.
Bilale Benatim - Bill also joined the North this season and has constantly given 100%, We can see a
bright future as he develops his game next season.
Adam Roberts - Every team should have an Adam in it, fantastic work rate and the ability to run
tirelessly from box to box, his calm personality rubs off on his team mates (and coaches) around him.
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Under 13’s South
Having gained promotion last season, the team did well to secure fourth spot in a higher
league and were close to challenging for honours playing an attractive brand of football
against physical opposition. We are looking forward to next season with high expectations
and a tour to plan and my thanks to Tony and Neil for their help and the parents for their
unwavering support.
Lee Axworthy - Superb reflexes and shot stopper who doubles up as a decent 5 a side
player in training with his fancy tricks.
Callum Hunter - Right back/occasional centre forward. Pace to burn, effortlessly goes
through the gears. Underrated finisher.
Callum Furness - Left Back. Great season, hugely progressive. Overlapper.
Jed Lumb - Full back/midfielder. Stamina in buckets, longest legs in team- could hurdle the
crossbar, decent left foot.
Harrison Arnold - Centre back. The rock. Strong in tackle, hat trick scorer. Fearless and no
mean footballer.
Ernesto Rodriguez - Centre Back. Formed a great partnership with Harrison. Physical and
determined. Loser of training balls, fences not high enough.
Jack Fletcher - Full back, midfielder. Powerful runner, scored of individual goal of season.
Capable of unexpected.
Tom Kellard - Centre back, DCM. Captain Kellard. Hugely entertaining in training. Great
tackler and passer. Brilliant attitude.
Max Bell - Centre mid, full back. New recruit, exciting prospect, hard tackler and neat
footballer.
Dan Ashenhurst - Centre Mid. Set piece expert, playmaker and silly hat wearer. Cannonball
shot.
Adam Pringle - Vice captain. Centre mid. Great header of ball and reader of game. Gutted
scouser.
Harrison Doyle - Winger, No 10. Most assists, incisive passer and technically excellent.
Best team goal scorer.
Fin Banks - Winger, No 10. Superb technician, two footed and by far the best singer.
Ross Weaver - Centre forward. Top goal scorer and a real handful, tenacious and
committed. Neat finisher.
Joe Newton - Inside/ centre forward. One word-Everything.
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Under 13’s East
This year the boys have dealt really well with a number of changes - from adapting to new team
mates to the arrival of a new coach Ken (Canute) Thompson. Ken has worked hard to get the boys
into shape and to start playing exciting football. He has a style of his own that has made the boys sit
up and take notice.
Lewis Figg - Lewis has put both his body and face on the line for the team again this year, its rare for
Lewis not to be covered in cuts and bruises in order to take one for the team. He’s pulled off some
great saves, always has a smile on his face and always keeps positive for his team mates.
Alex Gates – Sharing goalie duties with Lewis, Alex has shown great versatility and can play as well
outfield as he does in goal. When outfield he’s like a ferret chasing down the ball, never gives up and
when in goal he gives the rest of team real confidence with his shot stopping abilities.
Aaron Cowley – Aaron is officially James Milner reincarnated. He reads the game well and it’s rare
for any winger to get past him (and stay upright). Aaron is a fair and strong defender who really owns
the right back position. Well liked by his team mates (even if he always wants the last word).
Harry Docherty - Team captain and boss man. Dirty Harry holds the centre back position and is king
of his domain. Anything in the air belongs to H. He reads the game well and this year has really
gained confidence (bordering on ‘cocky’). His team mates love having him in the team and they take
real confidence that very few will get past this man mountain. Still runs funny mind.
Jacques Nolte-Nel - ‘Commando’ Jacques is one of the most improved boys this season. He’s
always one step ahead of his opponents and shown more glimpses this year of how he can take the
ball forward, making some great darting runs through the middle. We’d love to see Jacques do more
of this!
Demetrius Johnson - Demetrius gives everything he has at every game. You put him on the pitch
and you know he’ll just go for it, even with his wooden leg. Really quick and nippy he’s done some
great defending. Always has a smile on his face. Rumour has it that he headed the ball this season.
Don’t believe it!
Mohammed Mazar - New to the team this year, great with the ball at his feet. Mo works really hard for
his team mates and always puts in a good shift. Has won some great tackles this year and with a bit
more speed he can improve even more.
Musa Sakkejha - Musa just gets better and better, this is mostly down to the gentle words of
encouragement and praise from his older brother on the sidelines combined with Ken’s soft whispers
of flattery. Musa uses his core strength really well in midfield and frequently pulls off some lovely
footwork.
Elliot Osborn - Elliot provides real strength to the team not just by his ability to muscle bigger players
off the ball but also in how versatile a player he is – moving into defence, midfield and attacking
positions as and when required. He’s got great fitness and always gives everything both at training
and on the pitch.
Callum Sweeney - Callum lives for football, extremely competitive he wants to win at all costs. Great
technical ability, able to shoot with both feet and is happiest running straight at defenders. Has made
some killer passes to his team mates and this combined with his speed and fitness levels makes him
a great asset.
Gwil Park – Gwil’s had a great season. He has perhaps the best feet in the team which helped him
score a monster hat-trick. He comes across all chilled but on the pitch he drives defenders crazy with
his weaving runs. Gwil loves to play football and it shows. Look forward to more of the same next
year.
Chowdery twins Akrim and Afsar - These twins are deadly, turn your back on them at your peril as
they just pop up from nowhere and scare the pants off defenders. Akrim has scored some great goals
and Afsar has really shown real technical ability. Both boys are fast and confident, always smiling and
great to have in the team.
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Under 13’s West
What a fantastic first season at 11 a side, the whole team have worked hard and
enthusiastically throughout the season in both training and matches, great to see all the boys
will be continuing in the team next season and looking forward to improving on their 4th
place position in the league. We would just like to take this chance to say a big thank you to
Tom Li for all his help at the training and all the ref’s, linesmen and supporters throughout
the season. Andy Nash / Darren Wakeling
BEN ATKIN – Ben is constantly improving and becoming a confident and intelligent keeper
and has kept the team in many games this season.
OLLIE WAKELING – Ollie is one of 2 unsung heroes of the team, gets on with the job
quietly and very effectively week in week out often without the praise he deserves.
MATTHEW NASH – Matt is one half of the forward line, who along with Kai have formed a
formidable strike force scoring over 50 goals between them, his 29 goals placed him 3rd in
the league top scorers.
TOM KEATING – Tom is the most versatile player in the team, always putting a solid
performance in whichever position he is asked to play in.
KAI TAKAHASHI – Kai’s first season with the team, the other half of our forward line, great
at creating his own chances as well as some intelligent passes for others, his 24 goals also
put him 7th in the league top scorers.
KWAME YOURI – Kwame has played most of this season on the left of midfield where he
has made some fantastic runs down the wing and created some memorable goals.
MATTHEW SMALL - Matt’s first season with the team and has made a fantastic contribution
with his speed around the pitch, he has the ability to get forward and then back again to
make a defensive clearance.
ROSS ANDREWS – Ross has an amazing ability to play most of his football with the ball off
of the ground, with a great repertoire of lobs, flicks and volleys, and scoring some great
goals through the season.
HARRISON BEAN – two new roles for Harrison this season, first as team captain and as
central defender, and has performed fantastically in both.
JOE PARKIN – Joe has had a great season, swapping his defensive position to play in
midfield, topping it all off by scoring his first goals for the team.
GEORGE LI – George is the second unsung hero of the squad, very rarely gets caught out
of position, starting to form a great partnership with Harrison at the back, like Ollie often goes
without the praise deserved.
BADR ABDELKAFI– Badr’s first season with the team, moves the ball around the pitch with
a great confidence and a few crafty tricks along the way.
ZACH QUINN-BROWN – Zach’s first season with the team, Zach has a great turn of pace,
and doesn’t stop running from the first whistle to the last, covering much ground during each
match.
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Under 13’s Orient
I have not witnessed a better team spirit than this one, the ability to be positive and always believe
they can win playing beautiful football after playing 8 games in 14 days being fatigued but still grinding
out results. This really showed the team spirit and not only the football on show but the friendship
bonds that grew throughout the season with each other, from both coaches thank you.
Owen Carrick - Owen has contributed to some sensational saves this season, sadly he has been
injured for the later part of the season but always turned up to the games to cheer the lads on!
Oscar Durrant - Sensational athletic professional player, Oscar never allows outside distractions to
disturb he's game. His dazzling pace and sublime technique throughout the season has helped the
team improve results.
Tom Hunt - Tom is a sleeping giant, he will snatch the ball from most defenders back pockets. The
coaches look forward to watching Tom's development over the next season.
Freddie Wilkinson - Freddie is a all round excellent player with a tremendous learning attitude, he
can play in several positions and look like a natural in all positions. Freddie is a very determined
individual who where's his heart on he's sleeve during matches, most people wouldn’t put their foot
where he would put he’s head!
Adam Sawyer - Captain Adam, he has been sensational throughout the season and is a model
professional who is always trying to lead by example. Adam posses great leadership skills and you
can see the pride he has in he's captains arm band.
Michael Gabblah - The soul of the team, Michael brings great character to our team and is a natural
speaker within the players, we have been debating to allow Michael to do half time motivational
speeches. Michael also poses a great amount of skill in he's game he is one to watch in the future!
Ibrahim Rahman - Our Xavi of the team, he's free flowing passing game is a joy to watch and has
assisted most of our goals this season. Ibrahim could carve any defence open!
Luke Gymer - Gymer has a heart of a rock, he's determination and fearless attitude shows that any
player any size can be a great player, he's dazzling skills and sublime passing has had him called
messi many times over the season.
Callum Noonam - I think we have found the next David Beckham, you know when the ball leaves
he's foot it only needs contact to go in. Callum is an excellent athletic player who can run all day long
and puts in some delicious crosses.
Louie Collier - 5* skill king, the amount of times i have seen this player turn defenders inside out this
season is amazing. For me he scored the best individual goal i have ever seen, rain bowing the right
back outside the area and catching it on the volley as the ball comes down only to go into the top right
hand corner.
Toby Byron - Toby is a special player for the coaches, Toby followed us from the East to the Orient
and has played for us since we started coaching for St Albans, not only is he a great person with a
bubbly personality he is also a tremendous footballer with frightening pace and strength.
Finbar King - Finbar is a silent assassin, a right fox in the box, he will sense a goal from anywhere
even in angles you never knew existed. Who said England doesn’t produce finishers!
Luke Beckwith - Beckwith has developed into a sensational football over the last two years, he can
play several positions just as good and is always being pointed out by the opposition manager.
Joseph Pontus - Joe is a tremendous player with great technical skill, this player makes a 50 yard
pass look easy!
Lewis Chippington - Lewis has struggled with injuries over the last two season but has a great
learning attitude and always wants to improve himself. I wish Lewis all the best in the future, and i am
sure he will soon be playing football again.
Oliver O’Driscal - Oliver has only played twice due to another sporting commitment, when Oliver
does play though he has an excellent attitude and you always know he will give you a 100%
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Under 14’s Girls North
Manager: Sarah Kropman - Assistant Coach: Greg Gosling
The 2013-14 season has been the girls fifth season of competitive football in the HGFPL, in which we
have finished a very respectable 7th in Division 1. The girls have played some magnificent football this
season, finishing runners up in the County Cup and making the semi-final of the League Cup and
being desperately unlucky not to gain the silverware their efforts deserved. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all of the parents for their support throughout the year; in particular our numerous
match delegates and Andy Ellis, Kevin Schofield and Joe Tello for running the line most weeks. My
greatest thank you, however, must go to Greg Gosling, who has given so much of his time in
coaching the girls and supporting me throughout a period of illness. The girls and I are now busy
preparing for a FUTSAL tour in July, which we are very much looking forward to! Well done for
another great season girls; it has been a pleasure and you should all be very proud of yourselves.
Sarah.
Olivia Barnes – despite being a year younger, Olivia remains calm in defence and plays inch-perfect
passes. Always smiling and a hard-worker and an excellent FUTSAL player too!
Charlotte Boyle – a spirited, committed and strong player who always gives her absolute best.
Charlie loves to players on, scores wonder goals and has brilliant team spirit.
Louisa Ellis – a strong midfielder who holds her position and ensures the team keep their shape.
Works very hard for the sake of the team and scored goal of the season against Garston!
Ellen Fox – Hertfordshire’s #1 goalkeeper who has made a string of outstanding saves throughout
her time at the club. Ellen brings plenty of jollity to training sessions and communicates brilliantly in
games.
Melissa Godino – a new signing for the 2013/14 season, Mel has grown in confidence through each
game, excelling herself to new heights as one of the strongest centre-backs in the league!
Nicola Gosling – a strong midfielder who reads the game brilliantly. Nic adores a good tackle and
plays the most intelligent of forward passes. Loves scoring goals and has a brilliant sense of humour.
Romy Kelleher – a highly competitive and determined player who has pace and skill aplenty. Romy
is fully committed to the team and always gives 100% effort in every game; a super role model as she
begins her coaching career!
Mary Leach – team captain and a real credit to the club with fantastic manners, team spirit and
encouragement. Mary is also a talented player who can be relied upon to create and defend brilliantly
Rose Noden – remains one of the fastest girls in Hertfordshire and uses her speed to continually
command the wings! Rose works incredibly hard for the sake of the team and commendably supports
her teammates.
Isabelle Poole – a strong player who has a tank of energy that never runs dry! Izzy is competitive,
determined and will play any position that you ask of her. Specialises in late, important goals!
Emily Schofield – immensely talented, Em is quick, skilful and driven to succeed. In addition to being
one of the league’s top scorers, Emily’s work rate and technique are also outstanding.
Shauna Smith – AKA Sheep, incredibly committed to her football and adores running down the wing.
Shauna has excellent crossing ability and is equally as strong with both feet.
Alice Tello – a wonderfully talented player, Alice has unique skill particularly when dribbling with the
ball and taking people on. Capable of playing any position, a crucial part of our success this season.
Danielle Tyler – another highly committed player on the squad who would give her life and soul to
kick a ball! Dani has bags of natural talent and is feared by all opponents due to her terrific strength
and skill.
Evie Wilkinson – a very intelligent player who has continued to progress and impress this season.
Evie is both quick and calm and is also a strong tackler, all of which were demonstrated in a superb
cup final performance.
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Under 14’s Girls South
Abbie Smith – First Full Season at STACY and has settle in well. Solid both in defence and attack
and has a powerful kick. She is an asset to the team and the second highest goal scorer.
Abby Durrant – AKA –“ National”, Great Performances this year in right back, with great
speed….great attacking and even scored a couple of goals this season.
Aimee Smith –Excellent player and full of determination. She has also played in goal this season
too. Ever present this season playing in all fixtures.
Eliza Brown – Has had a good season coming into the team when available and can always be relied
upon for the powerful shots. Scored a good goal this season…Looking forward to more next Season
Ellie Jenkins – “big feet” Has improved tremendously this season, with great determination and
enthusiasm. Top Goal Scorer – Scoring a quad in one match.
Francesca Ralfe – AKA “the Little one” – The strongest tackler with great energy. Had even played
when injured. This is her last season with STACY and she will be sorely missed by the whole team.
Isabella Tagg – AKA “Nutty “, No 1 choice Goalkeeper has had a good season with some great
saves. Has played even though injured and always shouting and encouraging her team mates.
Kate Chamberlain - AKA The Terrier – Kate has adapted well with the change of position, never
afraid to tackle and go after the ball.
Lauryn Edwell - Real pace and an eye for opportunities. Changed positions this year, playing in
defence with pace and determination.
Nia Williams – AKA Mia, leading the defence with great speed. Never too frightened to attack and
always got words of encouragement for her team mates.
Rosie McGahan – AKA “Sorry”. Has made the right wing her own with some great surging runs and
intelligent passing with great coordination. Ever present this season playing in all fixtures.
Shamica Powell – AKA “Mica”, Captain of the team. Good all round player who never gives up. Has
a strong throw. Shamica has scored some amazing goals this season, even getting a hatrick at one
match.
Robin Durrant – Manager of the Team, AKA “Mr Grumpy”
Shouts through passion a lot but the girls always take it on the chin. Enjoys the rare wins as much as
the girls. Always an unwavering belief in their abilities. A manager respected by every member of the
team.
Graeme Rose – Coach
Graeme never stopped encouraging and advising the girls from the side-lines. This was his last
season and he will be missed by all but we wish him well with the U9’s
Nick Edwell – Assistant Coach
Sponsor of the Team, Nick stepped in to help assist in the coaching of the girls this season and will
continue next season. Great Support to Robin and Graeme and provides encouragement to the girls.
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Under 14’s North
This season has been a time of transition, the lads have all had their share of injuries and outside
interests but the effort and commitment has been a pleasure to manage. Sean and I have enjoyed
every minute and I believe all the hard work will pay off next season.
Alfie Booth - is a quality midfield player who's vision gets most of the play going struggled with a few
niggling injuries but a vital player.
Will Sharp - is an excellent wide player can change a game in a second the David Ginola of the team
not to mention the same haircut.
Dan Osborn - is a top drawer goalkeeper he always has a positive outlook and made the
Hertfordshire County side.
Billy Cresswell - is a new addition this year, a popular player with hard working qualities plays a high
level of basketball so missed when not available.
Daniel Emovon - is a very good player can play in a lot of positions has only played half a season as
he is trialing at professional clubs.
Chris Hubbard - is a very good technical player when his mind is focused he is a great footballer he
can play in a variety of positions.
Curtis Finch - another new addition his game is all about confidence one of the best goalscorers at
the club quiet lad but always gives 100%.
Hugh Gaffney - is a talented lad who has grown in every aspect, as the season has gone on he can
play in many positions and is a massive part of the squad.
Max Sahota - is a very respected member of the squad he has played in many positions and has
never failed to deliver he has grown in confidence with every game.
James McCallum - has worked hard to improve his game, he is the top goalscorer and his pace and
strength have been one of his many fine attributes.
Liam Murphy - there is everything to like about this lad, he is a quality footballer sorely missed when
not playing and can play anywhere on the pitch and does so for the team.
Ethan Radus - is a very skillful player who brings a lot of qualities to the squad.
Euan McDonald - is a new edition to the squad and a very confident player who possesses many
qualities and is a great player to watch and coach.
Dan Newton - is a fantastic footballer and lad who came from the south at the beginning of the
season. He fitted in with ease and has an excellent attitude.
Illias Bakhti - is one of the nicest boys you could wish to have in your squad, he can play a variety of
positions and makes the game look easy.
Youness Bakhti -has so much potential is a tough player and has never let us down, his attitude is
spot on with the best yet to come!
Olly Hann - is the captain of the side, a great leader and a great footballer. He has so much potential
and has never let us down, you can feel his passion to succeed.
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Under 14’s South
What an amazing the recovery the boys have made this season, we were down to a squad of bare 11 last
season who were absolutely committed to the team. With the injection of 6 new signings the team has jelled so
well that they were un-beaten at home & have become joint winners of the WFL Blue Division. Had it not been for
the dreadful weather in January/February where we had a long lay-off we would have done better.
The parents have complimented me on the style and attractive football the boys are playing, at some points in the
season they have been un-playable, but this thanks should go to both Greg Gosling and Dave Ross who have
given their time to training the boys on a Friday evening and pre match at weekends. Also thanks to Nicola
Bailey and Karen Affleck for arranging the finances...and finally thanks to all those unsung heroes who get the
boys to games on Sunday’s and the dad’s who’ve run the line this season.
JACK ARMSTRONG – A good season for Jack, he can be very tenacious when he puts his mind to it and loves
playing against the West for some reason! A good defensive header of the ball. When your Dad runs the team it’s
always tough. But Jack for me, you are the greatest!
ANDREW BAILEY – This has been a frustrating season for Andrew, in that he’s had a niggling injury that’s kept
him out of some games. But when he has been available, boy do we appreciate him. As a make shift sweeper,
he’s out of his goal more times than Manuel Neuer,
GEORGE BARNES – George signed for the team in October and promptly won Man of the Match in his first
appearance, he reads the game very well and is the best passer in the team, always looking to feed the strikers.
Scored a fantastic individual goal by taking the ball from the half way line, dribbled all the way into the box to beat
the keeper, only for it to be disallowed, incorrectly in my view. A quality player.
OMAR BOUNYAFE – This is Omar’s first season with us, he is an incredibly talented player who likes to take the
ball deep, run at defenders, weaving in and out he is a delight to watch. In addition he always volunteers on
behalf of the team, whether it’s to go in goal or defence, a great team player.
CONNOR CASEY – This has been Connor’s best season for the club. With the departure of Dan Newton to the
North team, he’s stepped up to the plate and taken on a Central defender role. After years as the utility player this
looks to be his best position. The fact he’s grown several inches has helped, another good header of the ball
LUIS DANTON – First season with us, Luis has really made an impact. His strength in winning the ball in midfield
and driving forward is at the heart of all the good moves in the team. Put simply if Luis has a good game, we win.
He secretly wants to be a striker, but cannot hit a barn door That being said, he’s picked up 3 goals this
season, well done.
BEN GOSLING – Ben’s pace has always been a threat to our opponents, but the additional strength he’s gained
this year has made this his best season to date, his goal tally proves that. He got off to a flyer early on this
season with hat tricks against Aldenham & Edson plus bagged two brace’s against Enfield and Muswell. Nice one
Ben.
JACK MOONEY – Jack’s first season with the team, he will play anywhere you ask, including some very good
performances in goal. What I like about Jack is he will give absolutely everything on the pitch; he will never give
up, which was typified when he scored in the last minute to give us a win against the East. For that he became a
legend.
RONAN MARIE MOUTOU – Incredibly, this is Ronan’s first season in any kind of competitive league football; he
has made a real impact. He is strong and powerful in wide left or central midfield, plus good in the air. He has
scored some spectacular goals this season and can power past defenders for fun. Scored two goals in the first
game of the season and again against Aldenham & SACY East. A great season.
DANIEL NEWTON – Dan moved to the North team early in the season, we wish him all the best for the future.
HARRY ROSS – A great goal in the second minute against Borehamwood early in the season is typical of Harry,
whether you stick him up front or in midfield he always gets into the box when it matters. He has great energy
and never knows when to give up. Winner of the best haircut in the team this season
ADAM SKINNER – Adam has played predominantly at left back this year and again another player who’s had his
best season to date. As the season went on he got better and better. Popped up with 3 goals against the
Panathinaikos, SACY East & NW London, A dead ball specialist
SAM SMITH – Sam has taken the role of Central Defender this season marshalling the back four and has
captained the team several times. He’s also managed to score a couple of goals; it’s always good to see a
defender getting on the score sheet.
JARED WALSH – Jared has gained additional strength this year; and has made this his best season. A
powerhouse in midfield he doesn’t do things by half and netted two goals that were contenders for goal of the
season, but the left foot strike against Brady does it for me, straight off the training ground.
FRANKY WILLIAMS – Another new player, who has really stepped up his game this season. Having started as a
midfielder Greg recognised his height could make him a good striker to great effect. Scored a hat-trick against
London McCabie, which if I remember included a back heal, how incredible is that!
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Under 14’s East
It has been a hard but fun season for the boys, with only having 14 in a squad which has been
ravaged by injuries, they have had to play a lot off games with only 10 or less players but their
team spirit and work ethic never changed, all ways wanting to win games and play football. With
all this they still managed to finish 4th in the league great effort boys so proud off you all, We also
went on tour to Holland and again with only 12 boys they still managed to get to the final in the B
category at U15s only losing to the West on pens! Great season bring on 2014/15 season!!
Jack Stern
Joe Vance
James Nicolson
Tayler Fennel
Cain Joseph
Ollie Barnett
Sam Fisk
Gio Basile
Ewan Brand
Jake Penny
Harvey Trounson
Harvey Holmes
Luke Gibbins
Dan Miles
Manager Stuart Fennel
Assistant Patrick Vance (push on)
Coach Harry Wheeler
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Under 14’s West
Coming off the highs of last season (2012/2013 Div 3 Champions and League Cup Runners –up), we knew this
season was always going to be a challenge. Still the boys finished a very respectable 3rd in their league. The
highlight of the season being winning the Challenge Cup in Holland.
All the team would like to extend a special thanks to Nigel Broom who went above and beyond in his organisation
of the Tour. Thanks also to the Dads, Paul Manzi, Dave Osborn, Hugh Gallagher, Matt Neale, Salah Abdelkafi
and Nigel Broom who endured 26 hours on a coach to support us in Holland.
Manager Jeremy Pearlman
Ryan Osborn - Ryan makes the hard stuff look easy Time and again he has made breath-taking saves and loves
facing penalties His reaction save in our last league game was simply world class. A great season marshalling
the back four.
Charlie Hall - Charlie always gives 100 % He has made the left back position his own Loves getting
Vice
Captain forward and performed to a consistently high level all season Congratulations on
reaching 100
appearances.
Jacob Pearlman - Jacob deserves special thanks this season Due to his dad being manager he probably was
sub and subbed more than he should have and never once complained. One of our best passers, he has
performed admirably this year. A credit to his Team.
Tom Gordon - One of our stand out players this season. Cool, calm and collected I don't think he put a foot
wrong all season. Tom has shown excellent attitude this season and with a string of Top
performances deservedly won Managers Player of the Year and a close second in Players Player
of the Year.
Brad Slocombe - Brad has a rare talent at this age, he has a football brain. He instinctively knows where to be
and what pass to make.
Suffering from an injury at the start of the season but now
back to his best I know we can expect excellent things from him next season and I
am excited to see how he develops. A true talent.
James Neale - Tenacious midfielder that oozes determination. Another great season from James. He has
consistently improved year on year. Winner of Clubman of the Year Trophy, James is an
unsung hero of the Team.
Gianpaulo Manzi - What can I say about my Captain? His harshest critic will always be himself! Sublime,
Captain, skilful and quick he terrorised defences this season, even after suffering a broken foot early in the
season he was still our Top Scorer in all competitions and winner of Golden Boot 2nd Year running.
Matty Gallagher - Versatile player in either midfield or attack. He has some delightful skills and a ferocious right
foot shot. He is maturing every year as a footballer and we can expect great things next season!
Keelan Burgess - Only his second full season with us, Keelan is always dependable, reliable, keen and eager.
Always give his best whether in training or a match.
Sam Lawrence - Tough to get a smile from him! Memorable hat trick at the start of the season against his old
team from centre back!! He is equally at home as an attacking fullback or on the right wing Oodles of speed.
Mete Johnston - Versatile player whether in midfield or left back. Always gives 100% for the team. Quiet and
unassuming but with sublime skills, great ball control and sense of awareness on the pitch. A solid season.
Leo Broom - Solid as both a Central Defender and at Right Back Leo has gone from strength to strength this
season. Forming a great partnership with Tom at the back. Well-deserved winner of Most Improved Player this
Year. A great season.
Khaled Uddin - An awesome first season! His pace is just breath-taking. A box to box midfielder a manager
would die for. His skill and pace and never say die attitude has won him many new friends in the team, voted
Players Player of the Year by his peers, says it all.
Tom Kerr - Another awesome first season. Tom has the ability to glide past players without seeming to move.
Full of tricks with a great technique and 100% effort at all times. Quiet and unassuming, I’m not sure he realises
just how good he is, and he can play in Goal!
Yassin Abdelkafi - Yassin announced his introduction to the Team with a debut Hat-trick and has gone from
strength to strength. His superb finishing and coolness under pressure in front of goal has been a real asset to
the team this year. Top Goal-scorer in the League, he has set the bar high for himself next season and when you
have his Talent, why not?
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Under 14’s Central
Joseph Pate - Joseph has been outstanding for us this season, Came in at the beginning and showed me
what football is all about. His attitude has been spot on and wants to get better. Give him 2 more years he
be at another team. Top Goalkeeper.. Plus another player playing up a year
Lewis Palmer - Lewis always turns up every game. Was on the bench for few games but then i put him in
at right back and stayed there on merit. Needs to stay strong and he will be fine has improved from last
season
Tom Johnson - Tom has come on this season. Great shot on him, Started at left back but moved him up
the pitch to left mid done well
Cameron Ferguson - Cameron like Joseph came in at the beginning of the season and i put him centre
back though he liked to play centre mid. Great header of the ball strong in the tackle. Can get better and i
think he will. plus another player playing up a year
James Wood - James he reminds me of a car in the cold he takes time to get going but when he does he
is a very good centre back, cleans up well and has improved from last season
Morgan Dalziel - Morgan struggled a little this season but that be a learning curve for him as he is a year
younger, Spoke to him regarding what he needs to do after losing his place but stayed strong and stepped
up in games but most keep strong. Plus another player playing up a year
Adam Purkis - Adam started the season with us but moved on to better things which i knew would happen
and good luck to him. Played his normal game before he left.
Jacob Paton - Jacob came from the west. I played Jacob right back and then i moved him to centre back
during a game and he stayed there for rest of the season. he replaced Adam as holding midfielder, Jacob
would tackle anyone, Great addition to the squad
Jack Shreeves - Master Shreeves well. I love his drive he has in a game. Does he listen no lol, Tell him to
stay in midfield for 10 minutes nope minute later he going past the strikers. lol. But has improved a lot from
when he joined.
Harrison Gates - Harrison played left midfield at the beginning but i moved him back to left back, got
stronger as the season went on, strong in the tackle and great left foot, and took over from Adam as
captain. Improved from last year. Plus another player playing up a year
Max Gillespie - Max joined at the beginning over season, Played in Spain he did i thought i had a little
Xavi, great touch. Loves time on the ball. Scored a few goals and shame he has left to go to another team
and wish him all the best
Samuel Abington - Samuel Samuel Samuel. What a player this boy can be, got so much in his locker just
needs to let it out could have had the golden boot sewn up by xmas. He runs like he has 2 extra gears in
him, just trying how to get this out of him.....
Joseph Rock - just like Sam has got some much in the locker could have a blinder one week and shocker
the next. He has to step up next season and I think he will.
Harry Vincent - Harry left us during the season which was a shock as he was a hard player to replace as
harry could play in 4 positions. A great lose and i wish him all the best for what he does in the future
Eoin Kellet - Eoin had only played a handful of games due to injury, a great character of the squad always
smiling. Must improve on fitness which he did before he got injured can be a big player next season.
Olly Brett - Little Olly. Had a good season, getting stronger by the week due to doing fitness work which i
can see in matches has helped him. Knows his football and he does like working the ball. Next Season
could be his one.. Plus another player playing up a year
I just like to say a big thank you to Andy llott who has helped me and i installed as my number 2, Great
football Brain and helps the boy’s fitness as well on match days........
Just like to say I am proud of my boys finishing the season 7th out of 10 when the year before we finished
rock bottom. Amazing achievement from the boys. But next season I want to improve.
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Under 14’s Orient
Sam Winter
Reece Bilsby
Will Daly
William Ibbotson
Sam Healy
Ben Rose
Max Saunders
Zachary Litenstone
Harry Wilding
Adam Ransley
Louis Lambert
Josh Ali
Adam Purkis

Under 14’s Orient
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Under 15’s North

Under 15’s South

Under 15’s West
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Under 15’s Orient
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Under 15’s North
Jude Akajioyi - Joined the team late in the season and has become a strong asset
to the midfield position
Alex Beard - Strong in the tackle, good in the air and always gives 100%
Charlie Bennett - A classy, skilful player, top goal scorer again this season and
dangerous with both feet
Jacob Bockenhauer - Playing in defence when needed as well as midfield and has
one of the best shots I have ever seen
Lorenzo Federici - Has had a great first season with his amazing Italian skills
scoring some great goals
Jacob Grisenthwaite - Always the first player on the team sheet with a strong
heading ability; a great captain, reading the game well and scoring vital goals
Stephen Heather - Having struggled with knee problems early on in the season
Stephen has supported the team in different positions when fit to play
Charlie Lunniss - Has the best work rate in the team and incredible fitness, scoring
some of this seasons key goals
Kevin Kissoon - Provides a calm, confident support in defence whilst attacking
forward at key moments
Will Mattin - A vocally intelligent player with a passing ability second to none and
setting up many of our goals
Ben Merritt - A good, strong, honest defender always giving his all with a strong
commitment to the team
Will Moroney - One of the best keepers around with a great character both on and
off the pitch, secured a goal when making his first appearance outfield
Billy Rintoul - Gained confidence as the season has progressed and has improved
his goal scoring ability
Amir Stapleton - Works hard with a good pace and gives his all on the pitch
Morgan Trotman - A gifted player with a tremendous attitude, has a great pace and
good eye for goal
Shiloh Wallace -) Great pace, strength and skill; always putting in a strong shift for
the team in his first season
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Under 15’s South
Some great team performances in cups and league were the highlight of the season. Undoubtedly
would have gone much further but for not having a keeper all season.
Thanks especially to John Winks, also to Kevin Ladyman & Dave Goldstone for help officiating.
OLIVER ASTLEY – Another solid season at Wing Back, with determined role-model performances.
Threatening going forward and part of a brilliant defensive line up.
MATT DOHERTY – Stronger every year, and very dependable at centre half. Intelligent centre back
also adept going forward skillfully with the ball into forward positions. Always 100% in training and in
games.
TOM GOLDSTONE – Very influential player in attack or midfield. Good at reading the game & with
very intelligent passing & distribution. Motivates all around him.
CHARLIE GORDON – New to the squad during the season & made a great start in left midfield.
Great shot specialist both from dead balls and on the run. Tracks back & defends well.
KYLE HARRIS – Most versatile player in the squad and another very intelligent footballer. On his day
Kyle is the single most creative player and can turn defence into attack brilliantly. He has scored
some great goals.
CALLUM JACKSON – Second very successful season playing mainly at centre back but now going
forward more in the game. He is fast, strong & determined, always wins the ball and distributes well.
A great asset to the team.
RYAN LADYMAN – Intelligent and influential centre half, very good at set plays, distribution and with
reading the game. Very good wing play going forward. Has formed a great partnership with the
defence, which has been very dominant.
BILLY LAWRENCE – Started with an amazing number of goals and has proved to be a great threat
going forward, both running with the ball and in the air. Strong contender for Player of Year.
JAMES NASAH – A top player again this season in matches and training. Intelligent & strong
footballer with skill, determination and leadership. Strong contender for Player of Year again.
TOM TURNER – Awful injury crisis this year curtailed very promising development. Always one of the
first names on the team sheet. Very dependable, strong and clever player, with lots more to come.
HARRY NEWMAN-BOOTH – Captain and role model in centre midfield. Wins most things in the air
and on ground & comes through with goals too. High energy performances; he works well with the
great players around him. Contender for Player of Year
TOM RUANE – Fast feet and bags of skill, and adept in a number of positions but mainly winger.
Great striker of the ball & has scored a few important goals.
CHRIS SALMONS – A very good season from a determined and super fast player who excels up
front, but has also done well in a variety of positions. A most valued team member.
DENNIE WILLIAMS – Brand new to the squad & brings that special something different– a seasoned
& skilful striker who has already bagged a good number of goals. Has shown excellent team play and
movement in the last third.
LUKE WINKS – Excellent season with great effort. Speed in pressing and skill going forward and with
link-up play with match turning ability. Always in among the goal action, and dangerous breaking from
midfield. Great team player
FINLAY WOOD – Excellent return to the team from one of the Founder Players. Proved to be a
major asset both defensively and going forward. Quiet but very effective.
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Under 15’s West
The team took some time to adjust to the first division after winning promotion last
year. But once they did, they competed with the top teams and narrowly missed out
on a county cup final appearance. I lost count of the number of matches where we
lost games in the last 15 minutes, when winning!. The team then went on tour to
Brixham, losing one nil in the final.
Special mention goes to Ian for his help at training; Adrian for organising the
referees, Richard & Paul for lino duties
This Seasons Double Centurion players are: Alfie Seeby, Ben Pattison, Harry
Deacon, Harry Hawkes, Harry Lewis
Alex Desmond (Goalie): Another outstanding season, making a series of stunning
saves. A wanna be striker with his goal
Alfie Seeby (Defender): Plays anywhere on the left and has the ability to stop any
striker and cause chaos up front.. Should be a keeper!
Ben Pattison (Defender): His best season, quality all season, super consistent.
Ben Yates (Defender): Shields the back 4 and super dependable. His first goal for
the club.
Harry Deacon (Midfield): Has the most assists, still can’t run
Harry Hawkes (Striker): Never gives up, continues to impress with his positive
attitude
Harry Lewis (Defender); Moved into holding midfield. Player of the Brixham
tournament.
Jake Beels (Defender): Serious pace and forms solid partnership with Ben P.
Jake Anthony (Striker): Red division top goal scorer, phenomenal achievement
Joe Galliford (Midfield): Settled at right back where he is been very consistent.
Jo Wretham (Midfield): Super skills, will play up front next season.
Ryan Magee (Defender): Tenacious full back, never gives up with stacks of
commitment.
Sebastian Camp (Striker): Serious pace, assisted in many of jakes goals.
Zee Uddin (Defender): Hard to believe this is his first season with a team. Leads by
example.
And finally farewell to Jake Anthony, Harry Seabrook (9 appearances), Paul Sibanda
(41 appearances) & Alex Journet (19 appearances).
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Under 15’s Orient
Having finished second bottom last season the aim was to try and finish mid table, score more goals and reach a
target of 28 points. This is their 6th season together and a change in management, some new players and a
series of positional changes has helped focus the lads and helped them achieve these aims finally finishing 6th.
Well done lads, it’s been a pleasure to watch you improve yet again. They have an excellent team spirit, work
hard in training and we’re already excited about their performance next season. Manager: Ian Hughes, Assistant
Coach: Baz Hussain.
Freddie Bennett - Our very vocal keeper who has improved his shot stopping techniques especially in one on
one situations. He has made some exceptional saves this season that has helped us win games. Has not missed
one game this season but is still striving for his first clean sheet. It will come.
Tom Nicholson - Now in his 5th season with Orient, he has developed into a very effective wing back on the left
hand side scoring goals and assisting in many this season. Always reliable and plays a key role within the team.
He also rallies the team during difficult games.
Matthew Pollard - Having moved from a midfield role Matthew has become a key player within our revamped
defensive line up. Having mastered the offside trap he has taken command of our defence and has saved the
day on many occasion with some excellent challenges and interceptions. A great reader of the ball.
Zac Moore - The powerhouse of the team he has had another outstanding season. His hard tackles and passing
ability have swung many a game for us. He’s never shy to move forward and has given us some decisive, match
winning goals. Strong and reliable as ever.
Harry Hussain - Having struggled at the beginning of the season having suffered from an early injury he has
since made the right back position his. An increase in his confidence in his own ability has turned him into a very
effective wingback. Reads the ball well and makes decisive tackles.
Oliver Truran - Bags full of enthusiasm and very committed. Although he has tons of energy he has struggled to
find his own position within the team. However, he is prepared to play anywhere on the pitch. When on the pitch
he is very vocal in keeping the team’s moral going.
Elliot Mason (Deputy Capt) - The most transformed player in the squad. He has always had vision and skill but
his new found fitness and especially his strength both on the ball and in the tackle has brought about a much
needed change to our midfield. He can split many a defence with a searching pass and gets the odd thunderous
goal.
Shaun Knighton - Unable to play through injury for 9 months he returned to the team in early December and
made an instant impact within his new midfield role by winning man of the match. Shaun puts 110% into every
game and has formed an excellent partnership in midfield with Elliot. Great to have him back.
Alex Lees, Midfield - Alex has worked hard to improve his abilities this season but has found it hard to break into
the team. He has moved from a right back position to a midfield position which he has found hard to adapt to.
However, Alex attends every training session and is always available for every match.
Toby Zell - Started off the season as a centre back but moved into a central midfield role. Still adjusting to his
new position but contender for goal of the season with a bullet of a header from a corner. Very reliable player
who can play in a variety of positions.
Jake Mlodecki - A newcomer to the team he initially struggled but since December he has improved immensely.
He can play on the right or left wing and links up well with the centre mids. He’s not scared to take on any
defence and whips in some lovely crosses.
Isaac Keeley - Another newcomer. He has fitted right in from day one. He has had a great season. Very strong in
the tackle and doesn’t stop running. Often given a free role in midfield he has assisted in many of our goals and
scored a few himself. A contender for player of the season.
Nat Nicholls - Not speedy but a very skillful player. He has struggled since moving out of defence but in the last
five matches he has been a contender for man of the match thanks to some sterling performances on the right.
Another player that can skill his way past players and whip in some great crosses. Starting to find the goal at last
as well!
Owen Ladbrook - Having switched from the left to the right he has improved his overall game play and is starting
to find the back of the net. His silky skills get him into goal scoring or assisting opportunities on a regular basis. A
regular starter in the team he still has loads more to give.
Oscar Rutherford Hughes (Captain) - He chases every ball and is a nightmare for defenders but can often be
seen supporting both the midfield but the defence. He must cover more ground than any other player. As for
goals, he has scored our highest tally for an individual player in six seasons. He has made the centre forward
position his very own.
Many thanks to George Gilliam (retired due to injury in December) and Fin Johnson.
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Under 16’s West

Under 16’s Boreal

Under 16’s EJA
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UNDER 16 WEST
The St Albans City Youth (West) U16 team is in its 7th Season and plays in the West Herts
Youth League (Division 1). Although the league has been strong this season, the lads have
made a good account of themselves. They finished 5th in the league out of 10 teams and
had a decent cup run. The boys have a fantastic attitude and work extremely hard in training.
The team has improved significantly. They have an excellent team spirit on and off the pitch
and are a real credit to St Albans City Youth Football Club. Our thanks goes out to everyone
who has been involved with the team this season.
Managers; James Shepherd & John Finnigan
Ollie Shepherd - App 22 Goals 3 Ollie has had a great season. He has played mostly in the
midfield. He is an intelligent player with superb ball control and is able to pick out some
great passes. Well done Ollie.
Taylor Finnigan - App 21 Goals 1 Taylor has had a good season. He’s a versatile player
and has a good work rate. For most of the season he has played in the midfield. Well done
Taylor.
Teddy Betts - App 16 Goals 0 This is Teddy’s first season with the West and he has settled
in very well. Teddy has played mostly in defence. He is tall, strong and reads the game very
well. Well done Teddy.
Keanu Floyd - App 22 Goals 0 Keanu is our captain and has had another terrific season.
He has played in both defence and midfield. Keanu is very quick, very strong and has one
hell of a work rate. Well done Keanu.
Lewis Cutmore - App 22 Goals 2 Lewis has had a great season. He has played both in
defence and in the midfield. He is probably our most improved player and is now much more
confident on the ball. He has a great strike and has scored some good goals. Well done
Lewis.
Sam Naief - App 15 Goals 2 This is Sam’s first season with the West and he has settled in
very well. Sam has played mostly in midfield. He is fast, strong and is technically excellent.
He has been a great player for the West. Well done Sam.
Yaku Stapleton - App 21 Goals 5 This is Yaku’s first season with the West and he has
settled in very well. Yaku is a versatile player and has played mostly in attacking positions.
As he is so fast and strong, he is a defender’s worst nightmare. He has scored some
important goals for the West. Well done Yaku.
Sam Cornmell - App 19 Goals 0 Another outstanding season from our goalkeeper. Once
again, he has made some exceptional saves and been instrumental in many games. He is a
very talented goal keeper. Well done Sam.
Sam Reynolds - App 19 Goals 2 Sam has had a good season. He plays anywhere in the
midfield. He is strong, fast and has great ball control. Well done Sam.
Ellis Allan - App 22 Goals 1 Ellis has performed very well this season. He has played
mainly on the left side of defence and has been solid. He is strong, has a good left foot and
makes some great passes. Well done Ellis.
Max Bull - App 21 Goals 3 Max has had a superb season. Max has a great left foot and
plays mostly left midfield. He has speed, strength and outstanding ball control. Well done
Max.
Josh Bean - App 18 Goals 19 Josh has had a great season. Josh has played centre
forward or left midfield and is our top goal scorer again. He is fast, strong and has scored
some important goals. Well done Josh.
Joe Lowthian - App 10 Goals 3 Joe has had a good season despite being hindered by
injury. Joe plays in the midfield or upfront. He has speed, strength and has an awesome
shot. He has scored some important goals. Well done Joe.
Alfie Hopkinson-Badgery - App 21 Goals 1 Alfie has had a good season. He has played
mostly centre back. He is strong, fast and has a great kick. Well done Alfie.
Sam Waters Rathjen - App 20 Goals 10 This is Sam’s first season with the West and he
has settled in very well. Sam plays centre forward. He is fast, works very hard and likes to
score goals. Well done Sam.
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Under 16’s Boreal
This has been a great season for Boreal following relegation last season, the team has been strengthened
and we have a real togetherness. We have played a good passing game this year and have managed to
win the league having gone on a 15 game unbeaten run which only ended in March. We were lucky to
attend Luton Town FC in January where the boys were able to watch the first team train and also given a
few coaching techniques to improve their game and were able to meet David James. The boys have been
a joy to coach and we now prepare for under 18 football next season. My thanks to Richard Cook for
helping out with coaching and also sorting out the fixtures, Richard is stepping down next year and has
been involved with Boreal for 7 years and will be missed. Fernando Ditri for help with coaching and his
support, Barry Hewitt, for taking on role of match delegate and also Ricky Lewis our lines man. Finally
thanks to all the parents for getting your boys to training and match days and the support you have given
us all. Bill Braisher
Bailey Lewis Goalkeeper. App 23 Mad as a march hare which I suppose you have to be as a goalkeeper!
Has a real presence in goal and has pulled off some fantastic saves this season. Always alert and a real
presence behind the back four. Bailey is a brave lad who dominates his area well
Will O’Brien App 22 Goals 1 Right back Mr Consistent this season strong in the tackle and great header
of a ball and reads the game very well, has the ability to push up and support attacks very rarely knocked
off the ball, has improved in every game he has played this year
Paulo Ditri App 23 Goals 7 The captain leads by example always encouraging the team and manages the
defence really well, Reads the game and is always in the right place. Paulo is deadly on free kicks and has
also scored a number of wonder goals, his best was his strike against Hemel from the half way line.
Matthew Hubbard App 20 Another Mr reliable reads the game so well, always gets his head in when
needed and can play the ball well out of defence. Matt has really improved this season and he and Paulo
have formed a brilliant centre back partnership.
Andrew Hewitt. App 21 Goals 1 Left Back, Fantastic season from Andy reads the game and plays well,
always gets stuck in and starts many attack from the left hand side, his wonder goal this season was where
he took the ball from defence and weaved through the entire opposition before scoring!. Has made the left
back spot his own.
Jordan Wonnacott App 23 Goals 1 Centre half/ Centre Mid. Jordan has played well this season, has a
great style and good vision always looking to distribute and reads the game well. Has a fantastic shot on
him. Jordan never seems to panic when on the ball, a good season.
Sean Aylward App21 Goals 3 Centre Mid. A great first season from Sean good on the ball and a hard
tackler likes to drive on with the ball and is instrumental in setting up many attacks. Has weighed in with his
share of goals this year. Always gives 100% and is always red faced when coming off the pitch!
James Kotchanikkal App 9 Goals 10 Centre Midfielder. Only played 9 games but weighed in with 10
goals, his distribution has been great and his ability to take players on is fantastic, will be back next season
Numan Hakim App 21 Goals 4 Left Midfielder/Centre Mid. Always very quiet but is deadly. He is hard in
the tackle and has the ability to take players on and has set up a lot of attacks and scored a few goals.
Really likes to push on very hard to knock off the ball.
Ashley Rosson App 20 Goals 1 Right Midfielder, A great season from Ashley works hard on the right and
links up well with the front two. Has an ability to take corners from either side and can get the ball into the
area where a numbers of our players have managed to score. Scored his only goal and most important one
in the draw to Berkhamstead which ensured we won the league.
Tawanda Manenji. App 22 Goals 20. What a player can play in Midfield or attack, works really hard in
every game and always has a smile on his face reminds me of Dwight Yorke!. Has had a great season
weighing in with 20 goals. Tawanda maybe short but he never gives up, has great speed and strength a joy
to coach.
Sian Khan Boylan. App 16 Goals 23. A great season from Sian who has linked up well with Tawanda and
has scored 23 goals. Has great vision and great close control coupled with a fearsome shot. Attitude has
been good this season, and hope he will carry on next season. Well done.
Billy Bagge Striker. App 13 goals 3 Plays like Andy Carroll, wins the ball well in the air and never gives up
always fighting to the end - has established himself more in the side in recent weeks and has the ability to
really push on next season. Unselfish player who is always looking to bring others into the game. Will be
starting his coaching course next season so looking forward to him helping me out!
Harvey Armstrong, App 8 Goals 2 Great player to have in the team left footed and works really hard has
scored 2 wonder goals this season, always working hard and likes to get the ball down the line and get
crosses into the box, a good season from Harvey
Adel Grozdanic .App 10 Goals 2 Only joined in February but has made an impact with a great left foot and
always links up the play well. A big lad who does not get knocked off the ball easily. A great season from
Adel and hopefully will carry on and build on this next year.
Dominic Calvert App 7 Right midfielder only joined in February and has real impact, is raw but has the
ability to really improve, has speed and strength and can work the line well, a good season from Dom
Josh Cooke only played 7 games this season but always looking to attack mostly plays in midfield and is
always determined. Likes to try and shoot when in the area
Matt Dayman Only made 3 appearances for us this year. Has played mostly left mid has real ability and
needs to focus on this. Can take players on and can get into the area. Will work hard for the team. I hope to
see more of him next year.
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Under 16’s Warriors
Now in its 10th season, Warriors combines enjoyment, ability and team work to help players develop their
football and social skills. A much improved season for Warriors finishing 4 th and only 3 points off second
spot, so the games where we were easily leading half-time and lost is an area for improvement. A great
defensive performance all season saw very few goals conceded. With the benefit of new club coaches and
the introduction of Futsul, every player has grown in terms of confidence and ability.
Manish Das - Another solid season between the posts. His commitment and dedication to developing as a
keeper is to be admired. Always keen to help and assist with the running of Warriors and helped to
manage Warriors Futsul sessions.
Matt Denton - It is a blessing to have 2 keepers, although when they are both fit it makes for a very difficult
selection. Matt too has been committed to extra keeper training which has really shone through. Our
larger squad meant Matt didn’t have to play in every outfield position as he did in 2012/13 !
Ted Rainford - Hampered by injury all season, it has been very frustrating for him. When fit, his tireless
running from left back was a great benefit in our attacking play.
Billy Barrett- Billy’s pace is a great asset to the squad. He has grown as a player and has competed well
in every game he has played – using his pace to cover a lot of ground to cut out opposition attacks. His
flashes of unusual brilliance at training always amazes- especially penalty taking.
Ben Hicks- Warriors Supporters Player of the Season for very good reason. He is also the most improved
player both in training and on the pitch. Ben is able to play at Centre Half or Full back and watching his
trade mark slide tackle is fantastic to see. As an added benefit he can play in goal, which he had to do
under difficult circumstances during our last game. Great season.
Matt Price- Has made Centre-Half his own this season. His strength and skill has been there for all to see
all season having to deal with some very good opposition strikers every. He is always keen to learn more
which has made Matt one of our best at training. Matt is also the Managers Player of the Season.
Freddie Sapone - Solid right back who has developed well this year by pushing on in games to support
attacking play. Has played an important role in a solid defensive unit which conceded very few goals. In a
competitive squad he has held is own all season contributing well in nearly every Warriors match played.
Tom Daly- The heart of the squad and symbolises Warriors – hard working, skilful and enjoys his football.
His commitment and personality means that training is always fun with Tom around. His fancy twinkle toes
tricks in training hasn't quite made it to the Pitch...yet ! He uses his communication skills to great effect to
ensure the team never loses motivation during games. Great full back, never try and tackle him.
Max Sharpe - Warriors very own Messi. Always has a trick on the ball and keeps the ball moving in some
of the busiest of midfields. Has created countless moves all season for others to capitalise on. Despite his
Arsenal shirt at training, his dedication to Warriors sets the example.
Theo Maher - Ended the season really strong. Tireless midfield player who tackles, passes and runs
forever. Always encouraging others on the pitch and trying to motivate the team, a quality you can't teach
and is great to hear. Close contender for Managers Player.
Laurence Wilson - Again had a very strong end to the season – getting more and more confident in his
midfield role. Glides past players easily and has a great ability to keep going against tough opposition. Is
very supportive and encourages others around him.
Sam Forsythe - Captain, Leads by example as team captain. A tough tackling opponent who has great
passing vision to create opportunities for others. Rather late in the season he proved his versatility by
strengthening the defence at centre-half. A happy headache for the Manager. Great season, again.
Lewis Glasscoe - Players Player for the 3rd season running. Skilful on the ball and is able to play down
the left or supporting the striker. Has great close control and an outstanding ability to “chest” the ball. Goal
of the season was no fluke as the first 30 yarder hit the cross bar, only to repeat the effort seconds later
this time into the top right corner. Continues to bear the brunt of the managers moods on behalf of the
squad post defeats.
Jamal Baig - Especially good at breaking up opposition play and creating opportunity for others. Hard
working, unselfish and skilful player, Jamal trained well all season which paid off with some great
performances.
Ben Smalley - Despite a few injuries had a great season, has quick feet and boundless enthusiasm. Can
play anywhere in midfield and latterly put in some very strong wing-back performances which really helped
change the style and formation of the team. Close contender for Supporters Player.
Tom Szczech - A great addition to the squad. Solid, straightforward defensive midfield player who has a
great temperament. Cool on the ball and solid in the tackle, Tom wins the ball, passes and moves into a
better position - a coach's dream. Great trainer who has fitted into Warriors squad easily.
Jake Ponte - HIs pace is a constant threat to opposition. Played most of the season wide right, but latter
stage of season he found he could play upfront too netting several important goals. Consistent and hard
working trainer, a great squad player.
Ed Anders - Fantastic to see Ed back where he belongs. Unfortunately, injury dogged Ed's season. When
fit his usual high work rate, pace and skill troubled all opposition. A natural goal scorer who also enjoys the
occasional support role in midfield, so still continues to be the Warriors Rooney.
Joe Weaver - Eased into the Warriors squad this season. A natural goal scorer who started the season
with a great hat trick. Regular scorer of important goals, he led the line and was tireless upfront especially
when availability meant he played as a lone striker.
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St. Albans City Under 16’s (EJA)
The team took the decision to move to the Eastern Junior Alliance League in search of a better standard of
opposition and we certainly found it with virtually every match being of high standard and ending very close!
Nevertheless, we exceeded our expectations by winning the Hertfordshire league only losing one game in the
process. An outstanding achievement for the boys in their first season at the higher level. It was also the first time
this team had won a league.
Management Team
Harry Wheeler & Nigel Gibbins
Players
Tom McLeod – Goalkeeper – A fantastic shot stopper with a great kick
Felix Hull – Goalkeeper - excellent athletic skills appropriate for “the cat”
James Cameron – Defender – Tenacious and can play in a number of positions. Can spot a pass to set up an
attack and has the art of making clean tackles.
Harry Fennel – Defender – Mr dependable at left back/midfield, never misses a penalty and always looking to
overlap. Great at competing with strikers and has a calm demeanour when the going gets tough.
Nathan Gibbins – Defender – Classy player who can always read the play and make that calm interception.
Able to play equally well in a number of positions and has a superb first touch.
Luke Lanham – Defender – Can beat the fastest striker in a foot race and has made many last ditch
interceptions. Always willing to step out of defence and make a raking pass.
Dan McGoohan – Defender – Solid as a rock in the heart of the defence or midfield, wins every header and
intercepts many passes before they get through. A real lion heart and consistent performer .
Jake Sahota – Defender – Times his tackles to perfection and links with the midfield very well. Spots a pass
before many others and overlaps to great effect.
Gerardo Smalldone – Defender/Midfielder – A skilful bulldozer who slices through the opposition then recovers
like lightning to challenge them if they ever get the ball from him.
Charlie Ward – Defender – The captain of the team who can will the group to win. Wins all headers anywhere
on the pitch and has an unerring shot.
Stuart Peet – defender – skillful defender with his quick feet and changes in direction. Stays wide to provide
options and provides tantalising crosses from the wing
Sam Naif – midfielder – very skilful on the ball with an eye for the goal
Callum Clifford – Midfielder/Striker – The ultimate link man from midfield to attack with an amazing shot and
quick feet. Accurate corners create numerous opportunities and is also a free kick specialist.
Matthew Harvey – Midfielder – Patrols the front of the defence and then springs into supporting the attack.
Timing of the tackle is superb and never gives up.
Alex Levy – Midfielder – Tireless midfield organiser and leader on the pitch. Understands the game very well
and can see what is needed to change the dynamics of a game.
Beck Tilley – Midfielder – our international midfielder, great competitor and will to win
Akim Akinbinu – Striker/Midfielder - Never stops working and has a great ability to beat any defender.
Supports his team mates constantly and continues to improve as a player every time he plays.
Tom Dolan – Striker – Skilful with a tremendous shot who operates wide and cuts in or out to great effect.
Strong as an Ox, quick as lightning and scores spectacular goals
Oran Smales – Striker – baby of the team - tricky on the ball with a good finish
Alex Howard – Striker –always in the right place at the right time and scores vital goals, an ever willing runner
with an ability to inject urgency into the play immediately.
Rory Armstrong – Striker – excellent technical skills, great finisher and links the play fantastically.
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Under 18’s North

Under 18’s East

Under 18’s West
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Under 18’s North
The final season for the guys with the South & North teams from last season amalgamating. Results
mirrored the number of players available & the guys ended up the strongest team in their league.
I would like to thank all the people who have assisted during the season.
Matthew Bird - A versatile defender who made his debut in December.
George Calverley - Midfielder who can also play full back. Energy to burn.
Andrew Criticos - Midfielder who has also played as striker. Ever present this season.
Luke Ferdinand - Forward who missed many games due to work.
Matty Freeman - Midfielder who made his debut in December. Missed by the team for the last few
games of the season due to injury.
Robbie Graham - Steady left sided full back who likes to join the midfield.
Alex Greaves - Tall midfielder who also can play in defence.
Will Harding - Played most of the season in central midfield, battling & creating assists.
Shaquille Jones - Striker with pace who improved his finishing this season to end up leading scorer.
Matthew Knight - Central defender who developed a good partnership with Calum. Also featured in
goal in one game.
Tahmid Majeed - Midfielder who missed a number of games due to work & injury.
Craig McConnell - Right pacey full back with consistent performances throughout the season.
Calum Peet - Captain & committed central defender with pace. Has also helped the team in goal
when needed.
Jack Pugh - Vice captain & midfielder, with dribbling skills. Missed a number of games due to injury.
Eddie Rose - Played in Goal for the team this season & developed his goalkeeping skills as the
season progressed.
Anthony Stephens - Striker who joined at the beginning of the season & went into hibernation for the
winter
Niall Watts - Holding midfielder who always gave everything.
From the past: Brandon Abbew, Denzil Addo, Farhan Ahmed, Thoufiq Ahmed, Naseem Ali, Alcidio
Alipio, Max Andrew, Ben Bailey, Charlie Beedle, Sam Bignell, Jay Caines, Jabbil Chibwana, Ryan
Cobb, Daniel Casotti, Jordan Cooper, Nick Deacon, Jordan Donovan, Joe Eastham, Omar EchChadli, Liam Farr, William Feron, Nathan Greaves, Aaron Greenaway, Scott Harper, Yusouf Ibrahim,
John Little, Cameron Macindoe, Victor Mukubvu, Jacob Noonan, Danny O’Donovan, Bernard Otoo,
Alex Peck, William Pellington, Jamie Renfrew, Joe Richards, Josh Smithers, Robert Ward, Max
Warren. Thanks to everyone who has helped put up the nets, run the line , give lifts. Terry Edwards
for all the reports, David Wray for commercial & equipment, Ian Woods for pitches, referees, admin ,
organisation, the kitchen sink etc. & everyone else at St Albans City Youth for their support. Its been a
blast, but we all now take our bow……The End
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Under 18’s East
The U18 East have had a very hard season. In the 2013 summer we lost 9 players and a massive
rebuild took place. It has taken most of this season for the new players to settle in. We have played
well in lots of games but not scoring goals whilst on top during games is our main problem.
The highlight of the season was definitely finishing 4th in the "Holland Cup" In Almere, Holland at
Easter. We competed in the U19 competition when in fact half of our team were still only 17 in age.
Congratulations to Anthony Gosling on scoring his 150th goal for the club and Bradley Kelly-Keener
for achieving over 100 appearances.
The Players were a credit to the club and were great ambassadors whilst on tour. A special Thank
you to the following parents David, Steve and Jason, my wife Lisa and daughter Nicola for their help
on tour. Thank you to Pete and Steff for helping with the nets and running the line during the season,
and thank you to all the parents for their continued support during the season and enabling the team
to make the trip to Holland, I am sure it is something the players will hopefully always remember.
Callum Addison - Another good season. Scoring 2 goals. Very intelligent player. A 2 footed player.
The Glenn Hoddle of the team.
Ayomide Byron - Missed a lot of the season with a broken foot. He has great power and strength. He
uses his awesome dancing skills to glide pass defenders!
Jack Burnham - First season with the team . Took a bit of time to get up to speed but has proven to
be a very versatile player with great fitness levels . Scored a great 1st goal.
Luka Fadrique - First season with the team. He has saved the team many times with some great
displays in goal.
Anthony Gosling - One of only two players left from the original Saturday morning training started by
Ian Woods. He recently scored his 150th goal for the club in Holland. A versatile player, has played in
4 different positions this season.
Bradley Kelly-Keener - Played 3 or 4 different positions this season . Top scorer in the team this
season. Congratulations to Brad, he has achieved his 100 appearances this season for the team.
Jake Lachau - Team captain. Always gives 100 % . He always throws himself wholeheartedly into
any tackle. Very brave player and greatly respected by the team.
Edward Lawford - Another new player to the team .Very fast and strong, has played in 3 different
positions. Unanimously voted on tour to have the most "Awesome hair" !
Chris Ladyman - The only other player left from the Original Saturday morning training. Chris has not
played much this season due to work commitments, much missed and a popular player.
Bachir Loussahi - Every season he works hard on his game, and to his credit he has greatly
improved his weaker foot to a good standard. A very passionate player.
Stefano Munoz - Once played at right back he now owns the position. He was compared to Paolo
Maldini many times!
Matthew Pearce - A very strong commanding centre back. He has been a rock in the defence all
season, never gives up, perseverance is his mantra.
Alex Port - Another solid season. Alex always gives 100% . This was well demonstrated in the last
game in Holland, it was late in the 2nd half, and there was Alex still sprinting down the wing in an
outstanding run.
Haaris Saleemi - Another new signing . A very skilful player and a very much respected player in the
team. Needs to shoot more.
Billy Sheed-Davison - Had a good season . A very skilful player and a well liked player. Had a great
time in Holland and will be a much missed player next season when he is to old to play for us.
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Under 18 West
(P25, W 15, L 6, D 4, For 78, Against 48, Points 37) The boys performed admirably throughout their first season
of U18 football. We started well, going on an 8 game unbeaten run (following on from a 6 game unbeaten run at
the end of last season). Losing only three League games all season helped us finish in a very creditable 3 rd
position in the WFL Yellow Division. Our only League defeats were to the two teams that finished above us (by 1
& 3 points respectively). The standard of football throughout has been consistently high and all of the boys should
be very pleased with the progress the team has made again this season. As always the lads have been a credit
to the Club - thanks to you all for your efforts in matches & at training. Thanks also to everyone who supports the
team and helps out throughout the season. As we revert back to being the ‘North’, let’s hope our final season in
youth football is as enjoyable as this one has been. We look forward to seeing everyone back for pre-season
training. Tim & Mike.
John Barton – Throughout the season John has showed again what a good goalkeeper he is & is arguably the
best shot-stopper in the division. Well done for a great season John.
Saul Beels – Tough tackling centre back who has dominated his opponents throughout the season, a real asset
to the team whose ability to pass from the back has hugely helped the team. Great performances Saul.
Carmine Chase – Carmine has great pace & is a potent threat going forward. This, coupled with his tricky
dribbling skills saw Carmine net 6 goals from either a wide-left position or from the lone striker role.
Alex Coakley – Captained the team again this season, playing mostly at centre back - he performed consistently
well. ‘Coaks’ is very assured on the ball & a strong tackler.
Ben Collins – The ultimate ‘dirty-work’ player who allows his team-mates to show their flair. Playing either in
holding midfield, or filling in at centre back, Ben always puts in a good shift and gives everything to the team.
Matt Cross – Matt converted to an attacking left back during the season with excellent results. Very capable
defensively, as well as going forward, he scored with some fabulous long range efforts.
Shay Emerton– Another very good season from Shay, either operating out wide or behind the striker, he
showcased his wonderful passing vision & long-range shooting ability and finished the season very well.
Clark Hodsdon – Strong & uncompromising at either left or right full back. Performed very well against some
quick & tricky wingers. Confidence on the ball has grown this season. Well done Clarky.
Ollie Innes – An ever present this season, Ollie has worked tirelessly up and down the right flank. He mixes
creativity on the ball with his defensive duties & has also scored with some great strikes.
Kieran Irons – Playing the lone striker role, Kieran has performed consistently well throughout the season. He
brings others into the game really well & has scored some great goals again this term. Well done.
Jack Kellard – Jack has had an excellent 1st season with the Club. Another ever present, he is incredibly skilful,
strong & quick and was a real headache to our opponents, playing in behind the striker. Top scorer.
Chris Litchfield – Chris’ work rate & effort is second to none. Another outstanding season in the midfield, Chris
has again made a huge all round contribution to the team and set a great example all season.
Gus Scott – A mixture of defensive & midfield roles for Gus this season. He is a natural all round footballer who
always has an impact on the game. Playing in all matches, Gus has had a great season. Well done.
Robbie Tominey-Nevado – Robbie has caused our opponents problems all season with his strong running with
the ball. He has great pace, trickery and the end product to match. Well done Robbie.
Jack Wells – Another very solid season from Jack at either left or right full back. Jack has mixed his trademark
strength in the tackle with a growing range of passes when in possession. Well done Jack.
Alex White – Alex played mainly in the wide left or right positions in midfield this season, where he always
worked hard and showed he has good passing skills. Well done Alex.
Conor Yapp – Limited availability meant that Conor’s effect on the season was not as major as it could have
been. When available, his performances were what we have come to expect from such a talented footballer.
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Disability Squad
Adam Simpson - recent edition to the squad, Adam is a strong powerful forward with great ability. Has
the potential to score goals at all levels.
Ben Kelly - recently taken over as Player Manager, Ben is an exceptional talent, has great skill, pace
and always gives 100%. Supports and encourages his team mates at all times. Can play in most
positions but used mainly as a striker.
Dennis Cranswick - reliable and dependable player, has played in various positions but is used
predominately up front. Dennis has scored numerous goals in both 5 and 7-a-side competitions.
Graham Tuitt - experienced player who this season has represented the club between the sticks and
has played an important role in the B-team winning the Herts Inclusive League at Championship level.
Jack Swann - continues to represent both 11-a-side and small sided games when required. Hard
tackling defender or midfielder, Jack is currently getting involved in coaching players and hopes to
manage the C team next season.
Kyle Bailey - has made only a couple of appearances but played well in the Ryman Cup against Bury
Town and helped the team to a magnificent 3-2 victory. Can play in midfield or as a forward and has
good pace and strength.
Lee Sparrow - has electric pace and has played in both 11-a-side and 7-a-side matches for St Albans.
Very energetic and can play in midfield or as a striker.
Liam Dwyer - recent edition to the coaching staff. Very supportive with good coaching skills, will be B
team Manager/coach next season.
Matt Dodds - good utility player and can play in any position, has supported the new manager very
well. Has represented the team in all competitions 5-aside, 7-aside and 11-aside.
Matt Smith - very experienced player normally plays in defence but can be used in midfield. Has
provided good support for the less experienced players during the season. Represented the team in
5-aside and 7-aside competitions.
Paul Spink - another very experienced player, good touch and good passer, plays mainly as holding
midfielder and is capable of scoring goals when venturing forward. Has played for 11-aside, 5-aside
and 7-aside teams.
Sam Goldney - has the ability to play in both midfield and attack, has a great shot and has scored
some important goals this season, has played for 11-aside, 5-aside and 7-aside teams.
Sam Harris - can play in midfield or attack and always gives 100%. First season playing for 11-aside
team and has shown good potential. Also played for 5-aside and 11-aside teams.
Sean Ellingham - tough tacking midfielder that can also play in defence or up front. Has scored some
spectacular goals this season. Sean has played for 11-aside, 5-aside and 7-aside teams.
Tom Ward - experienced player and has been used as utility player playing in defence, misfiled and
attack. Always enthusiastic and gives 100%. Has played for 11-aside, 5-aside and 7-aside teams.
Matt Caller - club captain, very pacey and skillful defender, has been a big influence on the team
always supporting less experienced players. Has played for 11-aside, 5-aside and 7-aside teams.
John Webster - another experienced player, can play anywhere and provides valuable support to the
team. Full of energy and gives 100%. Has played for 11-aside, 7-aside and 5-aside teams.
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Signalhome Ltd
Warehousing and Distribution for the Kitchen Industry

DEAN JAMES
General Builder
33 The Ridgeway,
St Albans, Herts,
AL4 9AL
Tel: 07966 292 076
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